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We’ve made it to another new year and it’s only natural to reflect
and look at what’s to come. For me, this month in particular is a point
of reflection, as my daughter is turning 2 years old at the end of February. Her birthday is not only a reminder of how fast time flies, but
also of how long this pandemic has been a part of our lives.
We’ve all come a long way in the last two years. That’s evident in
our most recent reader survey. We’ve been keeping tabs on the group
tour industry since the pandemic began and it’s so refreshing to see
the growth and rebuilding you’ve achieved. Our January 2022 survey
reports that 96 percent of readers are actively planning trips this year.
And 46 percent of you led tours last year. You’re also reporting about
20 percent less tour cancellations/rescheduling than a year ago. That’s
a huge win!
This month, I’ll be attending Southeast Tourism Society’s Domestic Showcase in Virginia Beach, my first time traveling since the summer of 2019. Not only will I be leaving my daughter for the first time
(cue the tissues) but it’s also my first time flying post-COVID and my
first time being around large groups of people since all this began. I’m
excited to experience the beauty of Virginia Beach, as well as so many
other destinations we’ll be sharing with you this year.
In this issue, our cover story highlights cities that embrace creativity and artistic expression in the form of public art. You’ll find a
special section on group travel favorites in Indiana, as well as features
on shopping in the Twin Cities; Finger Lakes, New York; Boise, Idaho;
Sevierville, Tennessee; and Fort Collins, Colorado’s beer scene.
As always, we appreciate your readership and support of Group
Tour magazine. For more travel planning inspiration, check out
grouptourmagazine.com and follow us on Facebook and Instagram
(@grouptourmagazine).
					Until next time,

Courtney Birchmeier
courtney@grouptour.com
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‘WIRED FOR

COLLABORATION’
NTA in-person
event gives
members a
much-needed
connection point
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Following 20 months of mostly virtual connections,
the National Tour Association conducted its signature event, Travel Exchange, in person in Cleveland,
Ohio, with nearly 600 travel professionals attending
the mid-November event. We asked NTA President
Catherine Prather to reflect on Travel Exchange ’21.

touching and powerful reminder that this organization
has long been — and remains — an essential part of so
many professionals’ careers.
Q. What is the outlook for packaged
travel in 2022 and beyond?

Q. What did it mean to NTA to host
an in-person event again?
A. It was exciting and nerve-wracking at times, yet
extraordinarily gratifying. Our members had a genuine
need to reconnect with each other, and Travel Exchange
gave them that chance. We had worked hard during the
pandemic to keep our community together through
virtual forums, roundtables, webinars and happy hours,
which gave members an enormous boost of inspiration
and information. Still, it was fantastic to be together again
in person.
Q. Tell us about Travel Exchange 2021.
A. Many of our members have told me how productive
their time in Cleveland was, and one tour operator said
it was the best TREX he had experienced. Several times,
I heard members say that “the people who are here just
really want to be here.” That might sound like a routine
assessment, but the fact that people kept saying it told me
that our show was anything but routine.
Q. How important was it to host
an in-person show in 2021?

A. We surveyed our members right before Travel Exchange, and more than half of responding tour operators
said it’ll be 2023 before they outperform 2019 metrics —
with nearly a quarter saying they won’t surpass pre-pandemic numbers until 2024 or later. Sellers are more
optimistic, perhaps because one-fourth of them reported
surpassing 2019 numbers this year.
Q. What details can you share about 2022?
A. In 2022, NTA will make good on our promises to the
cities that were unable to host our events in 2020. We’ll
be in Anchorage, Alaska, March 23–26 for Contact, our
buyer retreat. And Nov. 13–16, we’ll be in Reno, Nevada,
for Travel Exchange ’22. Our members now have a deeper
appreciation for in-person events, and there’s already a lot
of chatter about getting together again.
Q. What’s NTA’s key message in 2022?
A. Over the past 20 months, our members concentrated
on pivoting and recovering. For 2022, we all have a determined focus on strategic rebuilding: not only for each
company and organization, but also for our association.
NTA is like a community center for the packaged travel
industry: Members gather together to conduct business,
share insights and enjoy a special camaraderie. n

A. Travel people are wired for collaboration, and their
excitement to be together again was so apparent. Many
tour companies had already resumed tours — and many
destinations had already seen visitation at pre-pandemic
levels — so our members were ready to return to planning, buying, selling and networking in person.
Q. What are some key takeaways
from Travel Exchange?
A. Number one, we learned that that buyers are actively
relying on their supplier and DMO partners as business
ramps back up. Packaged travel is poised to move forward
in a big way in 2022 and 2023, and as tour operators build
new itineraries and tweak existing ones, they want to stay
connected with their partners. Also in Cleveland, we held
a gala celebrating NTA’s 70th anniversary, and it was a

Catherine Prather was with NTA for
25 years prior to becoming president
in 2020. You can reach her at
catheirne.prather@ntastaff.com,
or for more information, visit
NTAonline.com.
PHOTOS: NORMAND HUBERDEA
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NEW BELGIUM BREWING CO.
PHOTO: RICHARD HARO

Grab a pint (or two)
in Fort Collins

With more than 20 breweries, Fort Collins
is the Craft Beer Capital of Colorado
By Courtney Birchmeier

BEER AND BIKE TOURS, NEW BELGIUM BREWING CO.
PHOTO: BEER AND BIKE TOURS

There’s nothing more satisfying
than ending a fun-filled day of sightseeing with a cold beer. In Fort Collins, Colorado, breweries can be the
focus of a tour or part of an itinerary.
With more than 20 breweries in the
city, Fort Collins offers brews for all
tastes, palates and interests.
“Fort Collins produces 70% of Colorado’s craft beer, making it the Capital
of Craft Beer in Colorado,” said Katy
Schneider, director of marketing at Visit
Fort Collins. “Breweries from large-scale
Anheuser-Busch to smaller, single batch
breweries like Purpose Brewing, offer
groups an up close and personal glimpse
into the brewing process. However, what
sets Fort Collins apart from others is the
sense of community and camaraderie
a guest will experience from all 20-plus
breweries in Fort Collins. That sense of
cooperation makes the visitor feel like
they are part of the community from the
time they set foot in the brewery’s door.”

ODELL BREWING COMPANY
PHOTO: RICHARD HARO
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On tap
Fort Collins is home to 23 breweries,
each with its own ambiance, personality
and beer offerings.
New Belgium Brewing Co., the

fourth-largest craft brewer in the country,
is known for its flagship beer, Fat Tire
Amber Ale. Tours of the brewery are a
group favorite but are currently suspended due to COVID-19.
“New Belgium Brewing Co, now in
its 30th year of existence, will begin to
offer tours again in 2022,” Schneider
said. “Their tour continues to be ranked
as one of the best in the country as they
infuse the company’s story of culture,
sustainability and greater good into the
brewing process. More information will
be available this year.”
Groups can visit Anheuser-Busch to
learn how Budweiser is made, see the
Clydesdales and dive into the history of
one of the longest running brewing companies in the country. Tours are currently
suspended at time of publication.
A departure from traditional, Snowbank Brewing focuses on innovation and
a passion for the Colorado lifestyle. Beers
are named for the Colorado landscape
and made from Colorado snowmelt.
Flagships include 47½ Stout (named
after the small town of Stout, Colorado
— population 47½) and Crankbrew (a
coffee pale ale that’s a collaboration with
a popular, local coffee roaster).
Odell Brewing Company was the first

craft brewery established in Fort Collins.
Beers include the flagship 90 Shilling as
well as East Street Wheat and Cutthroat
Porter. Groups can enjoy a pint on Odell’s
popular patio while enjoying live music
and food trucks.
Jessup Farm Barrel House’s brewery is
housed in a 133-year-old, 3,000 squarefoot restored barn that sits on the 13-acre
Jessup Farm Artisan Village. The Barrel
House is known for blending beers with
barrels used for wine, bourbon and other
specialty barrel-aged beer in order to create intricate flavors. Indoor seating and
an outdoor beer garden are available.
Beer and biking
Situated at the foothills of the Rocky
Mountains, Fort Collins is home to
plentiful recreation opportunities. A bike
tour company, Beer and Bike Tours pairs
the great outdoors and the beauty of Fort
Collins with the area’s best brews. Single-day adventures in Fort Collins range
from four to six hours and include stops
at carefully selected breweries based on
the group’s interests. Visitors hop aboard
cruiser-style bicycles that are equipped
with baskets, allowing ample room for
growlers and other brewery souvenirs.
“Fort Collins is known for our beer
AND our biking culture,” Schneider
said. “Why not merge the two and hop
aboard a cruiser to experience the best of
Fort Collins’ brewery scene? Beer & Bike
Tours does just that.”
More than beer
In Fort Collins, groups will come as
visitors and leave as family.
“Fort Collins is known for our plethora
of outdoor adventures, expansive public
art offerings, music venues, festivals and
atmosphere, a downtown that inspired
Disneyland’s MainStreet USA, and the
state’s only Wild & Scenic River,” Schneider said. “There is no shortage of activities
and attractions to partake in but the takeaway we hear the most is how welcoming
and warm the locals are to visitors.”
For those looking for other libations,
Fort Collins’ reputation has expanded be-

yond just craft beer. Colorado State University, located in Fort Collins, is home
to one of the only Fermentation Science
& Technology four-year degree programs
in the nation and in 2018, hosted the first
Liquid Arts Research Forum.
“Fort Collins has many liquid art opportunities for those not interested just in beer,”
Schneider said. “From distilleries, cideries

and even kombucha and wine makers,
there’s plenty for those looking to imbibe.
However, the third wave coffee movement
as well as craft mocktails are contributing to
Fort Collins’ destination experience.” n
Visit Fort Collins
970-232-3840
visitftcollins.com

WELCOME ABOARD EXPLORERS

All aboard, “America’s Most Authentic Steam Operated, Narrow-Gauge
Railroad”. Explore this extraordinar y ride through places only seen by
our narrow-gauge train. Traveling through the 64 magnificent miles, ride
through dramatic passes and deep gorges of the unspoiled Rocky
Mountain West. We offer group flexibility departing from either Antonito,
CO or Chama, NM. Join us for the ride of a lifetime!

Book now at cumbrestoltec.com
1-877-890-2737

COGroupTOUR_Explorers_4.75x7.25.indd 1

America’s most historic scenic railroad
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Edge at Hudson
Yards unveils
skyscraping
adventure

Now open at Edge at Hudson
Yards in New York City is City
Climb, the world’s highest external
building climb.
Climbers receive a
comprehensive safety briefing, are
fitted with specially designed safety
harnesses and secured into the
course by City Climb Guides. After
ascending 32 steps to The Cliff, and
looking down 1,190 feet to the city
below, climbers approach The Stair,
which consists of 161 steps on an
approximately 45-degree incline.
Once they reach The Apex at 1,271
feet, climbers have the opportunity
to lean out and hang over the
platform. hudsonyardsnewyork.
com/discover/city-climb
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Key West celebrates bicentennial

The Custom House Museum, in Key West, Florida, operated by the Key West Art
& Historical Society, presents “Key West 200” celebrating the 200th anniversary of
the first permanent settlement of Key West in 1822. Running through Dec. 11, 2022,
the exhibit highlights Key West’s people, culture and community. Artifacts include
sponge-fishing equipment, cigar roller tables and tools, 19th-century homewares,
clothing, artwork and photographs, Florida Keys Over-Sea Railroad memorabilia,
Ernest Hemingway’s boxing gloves, Native American tools, Key West Hand Print
dresses and U.S. Navy ship models. kwahs.org

Air and Space Museum in DC
temporarily closes March 28

The Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C, will
temporarily close to the public March 28, 2022, until fall 2022 to complete work
on the first new galleries in the west wing of the building, as part of its ongoing
renovation.
To provide the best visitor experience, the museum’s west-end galleries will open
all at one time at a date to be announced in 2022. West-end exhibitions opening in
fall 2022 will include “America by Air,” “The Wright Brothers & the Invention of the
Aerial Age,” “Nation of Speed,” “Thomas W. Haas We All Fly,” “One World Connected,”
“Kenneth C. Griffin Exploring the Planets Gallery,” “Destination Moon” and “Early
Flight.” The museum store and Albert Einstein Planetarium will also open in the fall.
airandspace.si.edu

Norman Rockwell
Museum exhibition
explores portrayals
of race in published art

The Norman Rockwell Museum in Stockbridge,
Massachusetts, has announced “Imprinted: Illustrating
Race,” a landmark exhibition scheduled for June 11
through Oct. 30, 2022. This special exhibition examines
the role of published images in shaping attitudes
toward race and culture. More than 100 works of art and
artifacts of widely circulated illustrated imagery will be
on view, produced from the late 18th century to today,
which have an impact on public perception about race
in the United States. nrm.org

Canadian Museum of History
investigates lost liberties

On view until Sept. 5, 2022, at the Canadian Museum of History in
Gatineau, Quebec, is a new exhibition that invites visitors to reflect
on the difficult balance between national security and individual
liberties in times of crisis. “Lost Liberties – The War Measures Act”
sheds new light on the enduring impact of this act on Canada and
its people. Developed by the museum, the exhibition explores the
fears, racism and crises that drove the suspension of civil liberties in
Canada during the First World War, the Second World War and the
1970 October Crisis. historymuseum.ca

Yellowstone National Park
turns 150

Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming, Montana
and Idaho turns 150 this year, and visitors from around
the world are expected to travel to the park to mark the
anniversary and seek inspiration in its vast and multifaceted wonders. Old Faithful Geyser, Grand Canyon of
the Yellowstone River and bison are some of the park’s
highlights. nps.gov/yell

PHOTO: CODY YELLOWSTONE
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Set your
sights on
student travel

scan to subscribe

YOUTH TRAVEL
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Discover Youth Travel Planner‘s curated collection
of adolescent-friendly itineraries and destinations.
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Illinois Holocaust Museum
pioneers virtual reality
technology

On International Holocaust Remembrance Day,
Jan. 27, 2022, “The Journey Back” exhibit opened to the
public at Illinois Holocaust Museum in Chicago, Illinois.
A first-of-its kind visitor experience, “The Journey Back”
applies cutting-edge virtual technology to engage
visitors in present day and historic Auschwitz through
two award-winning films narrated by Holocaust
survivors Fritzie Fritzshall and George Brent. The exhibit
leverages a platform that resonates with current and
future generations, using 360-degree sound and video,
interspersing contemporary footage and memory
sequences to evoke empathy and inspire visitors to take
action.
The participant controls their own 360-degree
experience as they are placed inside the 3-D environment
in an intimate, one-on-one setting. Fritzshall and Brent
guide participants around the modern-day preserved
concentration camps, sharing what they endured during
the Holocaust. ilholocaustmuseum.org

Arizona adds Route 66
roadside attraction

A new Route 66 roadside attraction went on display
in November 2021, along Arizona Highway 66. Titled
Guardian of Route 66, the sculpture was created by Route
66 artist Gregg Arnold. It stands 13 feet tall from the feet
to the top of the outstretched hand and lights up at night.
The Guardian is located 20 miles east of Kingman at the
Antares Point Visitor Center, which is already home to
several of Arnold’s pieces, including the 14-foot-tall Tiki
head titled Giganticus Headicus. antaresvisitorcenter.com

National Museum
of Women in Arts
upgrades building

The National Museum of Women in Arts (NMWA) in
Washington, D.C., is currently closed for a comprehensive
renovation. State-of-the-art upgrades to the museum’s
home, a 1908 Classical Revival structure, will expand
NMWA’s exhibition space and enhance its programming,
strengthening its work for years to come. Construction
began in September 2021, and the museum plans to
reopen in fall 2023. nmwa.org
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New experiences
coming to Orlando

New attractions are slated to open this year in Orlando,
Florida.
Walt Disney World Resort’s 50th anniversary celebration
brings new experiences to all four theme parks and beyond.
Guardians of the Galaxy: Cosmic Rewind, EPCOT’s first “otherworld” showcase pavilion opening in the summer, features
a new storytelling coaster that rotates 360 degrees to focus
on the action, including the first reverse launch on a Disney
coaster. Disney’s Animal Kingdom will open a new show,
“Finding Nemo: The Big Blue ... and Beyond,” reimagined to be
set in the timeline of the Finding Dory movie.
Ice Breaker, SeaWorld Orlando’s first launch coaster,
opens in February 2022. The ride features four launches, both
backward and forward, culminating in a reverse launch with a
93-foot-tall spike with 100-degree angle, the steepest vertical
drop in Florida. The new Reef Plunge water slide at Aquatica
Orlando launches in spring 2022. Guests will zoom past a
vibrant array of marine life, Commerson’s dolphins, leopard
sharks and a variety of other cold-water fish.
Gateway: The Deep Space Launch Complex will open
at Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex in March 2022.
The 50,000-square-foot, multi-level attraction will feature a
showcase of NASA and commercial spacecraft hardware with
immersive displays, as well as a “journey” through space, unique
launch viewing opportunities and more. visitorlando.com

PHOTO: TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF TOURIST DEVELOPMENT

Statue honors
U.S. Colored Troops

A full-scale statue of a United States Colored Troops
soldier, titled March to Freedom, is now in the public square
in downtown Franklin, Tennessee, as part of the communityled Fuller Story Project. Tennessee native Joe F. Howard
sculpted the statue that sits outside the historic courthouse
steps where between 1863 and 1865, over 300 Williamson
County men, most of whom were escaped slaves, joined the
Union army. visitfranklin.com

grouptourmagazine.com
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UTOPIA

Monterey County offers
new developments

Monterey County, California, is set to draw new and
returning visitors in 2022 with new tourism developments,
including dining and drinking spots, new and updated
hotels and more ways to experience the destination. The
WeatherTech Raceway Laguna Seca celebrates its 65th
anniversary in 2022.
Monterey Bay Aquarium will unveil one of its most
ambitious exhibits in spring 2022. “Into the Deep: Exploring
Our Undiscovered Ocean” delves into the ocean’s dark
abyss, with some species that have never been on public
display. Home to everything from football-sized giant
isopods to bone-eating worms, the years-in-the-making
exhibit will explore these relatively unknown species
that live hundreds of meters under the Monterey Bay.
seemonterey.com

Tennessee begins digital
passport for country
music sites

The Tennessee Department of Tourist Development has
launched a new digital passport to encourage music lovers
to visit the nearly two dozen sites in Tennessee that appear
in Ken Burns’ PBS documentary Country Music, as part of a
campaign promoting Tennessee Music Pathways. Passports
are available online through Oct. 18, 2022.
tnvacation.com/tennessee-music-pathways
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Frederik Meijer Gardens &
Sculpture Park completes
new welcome center

Frederik Meijer Gardens & Sculpture Park in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, recently announced the completion of its new
69,000-square-foot welcome center as part of the $115 million
Welcoming the World: Honoring a Legacy of Love expansion
project.
The Garden Pavilion, a massive new entry and gathering
space, features breathtaking horticultural displays and the
stunning new sculpture Utopia by Jaume Plensa, the world’s
foremost sculptor working in the public realm. Utopia is
Plensa’s largest indoor work to date.
Expansion elements that aren’t yet completed include
the indoor sculpture galleries, Volunteer Tribute Garden, and
the all-new and expanded Tassell-Wisner-Bottrall English
Perennial Garden. All elements of the Welcoming the World:
Honoring a Legacy of Love project are expected to be fully
ready in June 2022. meijergardens.org

Sevierville to welcome
new attraction

Set to open in April 2022, SkyLand Ranch in Sevierville,
Tennessee, will transport guests via a scenic chairlift to the top
of SkyLand Ranch. The attraction includes a mountain coaster,
suspended bridge, canopy walks and a variety of miniature
animals like cows and donkeys, which are all rescues.
skylandranch.org

A MEDINA

spotlight

VALUE YOUR
EXPERTISE

Karan Morrow, owner of Where2Next? Travel, LLC,
endorses consultant retainer model
KARAN MORROW

By Cindy Fish
Karan Morrow, owner of Where2Next?
Travel LLC, has a favorite saying, “This
is a great big world — get out and see
some of it!” Morrow built her Atlanta,
Georgia-based business to help African
American clients discover that luxury
travel is not out of reach or a dream that
can’t be realized. She inspires travelers to
see the world past social media moments, instead returning with both photographs and lifetime stories. Morrow
shares insight into what has made her
successful in building a loyal client base.
Q. Your business model
includes a non-refundable
Consultant Retainer; how
did you determine to use
that model?
A. I instituted the non-refundable
Consultant Retainer business model
after two things happened. First, I had
worked exceptionally hard on a complicated, detailed custom itinerary that included pricing and presented it to a potential client — then never heard from
that person again. Later I found out they
booked it with someone else. Needless
to say, I was upset and hurt. It hit me
that I gave away all that investment of
my time and expertise. I instituted the
fee structure immediately after that.
Second, while working with my current
marketing coach, it was reiterated that
as a travel professional, I should charge
a fee for the work I do, without rebating,
discounting or applying it toward travel.
This is especially true since all my itineraries are tailored and not based on any

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLEY RAYE

set price point. There is a tremendous
amount of work that goes into what we
all do as travel advisors, honing a travel
plan until we develop what the client
wants. There is no other profession that
gives away their time and labor. That
practice should stop, especially in the
wake of what it now takes to travel.
Q. Do clients embrace
this practice?
A. All my current clients do embrace
the practice, some even asking what
took me so long! Some potential clients
do not, and that is perfectly fine. I determine this during the qualifying process
helping a potential client understand
what I bring to the table in the travel
planning process. I don’t want all the clients — I want the right clients — those
who appreciate and value what I do as a
travel professional.
Q. Would you recommend
this practice to advisors
starting out?
A. I absolutely recommend this practice
to advisors starting out. I ask them to
think of it this way: If you hire a financial
planner to assist you with your monetary
future, you compensate them for their
time, research and putting that financial
plan together. Think of yourself as the
financial advisor for your clients’ travel
spend — working to get them the best
value for their hard-earned vacation dollars, no matter how much that spend is.

Q. How would you describe
today’s group travelers?
A. Today’s group travelers are internet savvy! They come to the table with
lots of ideas and information. What
they don’t always understand is what
a travel advisor does or has access to.
Many travelers think advisors only see
the consumer sites on the internet and
question why they should use a travel
advisor. That’s when we take the time
to teach them that consumer sites are
not all we have access to; we bring value
and expertise to the planning of a group
travel experience. I remind clients that
the internet is for looking — your travel
advisor will take care of the booking and
get you more than meets the eye.
Q. What is your best travel tip
for your clients?
A. Travel is a privilege, and the places
we visit are someone else’s home. My
best travel tips for my clients are: 1)
Learn what makes your destination
unique and truly enjoy that; 2) Absorb
a little from the people and the culture
of your destination; 3) Find one way to
give back to the locals if you can; and 4)
Be open to experiences — those experiences will be your lifetime stories from
your travels. n
Karan Morrow
Owner & travel consultant
Where2Next? Travel, LLC
470-480-9007
where2nexttravel.co
grouptourmagazine.com
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AMERICAN CITIES EMBRACE CREATIVITY
AND ARTISTIC EXPRESSION
By Jackie Sheckler Finch

MR. TARBELL TIPS HIS HAT, CINCINNATI, OHIO
PHOTO: JACKIE SHECKLER FINCH
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CHARLIE HUSTLE STATUE,
GREAT AMERICAN BALLPARK,
CINCINNATI, OHIO
PHOTO: JACKIE SHECKLER FINCH

and cellphones
click as folks
observe with
awe the amazing public art on display
in American cities. Ever since outdoor
art has been created, people have been
stopped in their tracks to look and enjoy.
The following four cities are great
places to explore what a community can
do to enhance life, restore neighborhoods
and buildings, instill pride and draw
groups of visitors to discover what artistic
adventures await.

CAMERAS

ArtWorks Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio

Towering over the automobiles and
pedestrians in front of him, Mr. Tabell
tips his top hat. Of course, the huge man
is actually an eye-catching mural painted
on the side of a Vine Street building in
downtown Cincinnati.
A true original, “Peanut” Jim Tabell famously served his customers as a
peanut vendor wearing a tuxedo at the
old Crosley Field and Riverfront Stadium.
Created by youth apprentices in ArtWorks
Cincinnati, the mural is one of more than
200 murals in over 36 Cincinnati neighborhoods and seven nearby cities.
“ArtWorks was formed in 1996 as a
youth workforce arts model with a focus
on summer jobs,” said Colleen Houston,
ArtWorks chief executive officer and
artistic director. “Artworks proudly pro-

vides jobs paying a living wage to diverse
and underserved youth ages 14 to 21 to
work in arts-based apprenticeships on
transformative community projects led
by professional and teaching artists.”
On mural and public art tours, groups
are introduced to the beauty and history
of “the Queen City,” a nickname bestowed
in the early 1800s for the culture, arts and
civilization Cincinnati offered during the
wildness of the emerging West.
While visiting the popular Ohio city,
group tours also can enjoy other attractions, like the National Underground
Railroad Freedom Center, Cincinnati
Museum Center at Union Terminal, and
the Great American Ball Park and museum. Groups often pause for a photo at the
statue of baseball icon Pete Rose sliding
into base outside the stadium.
“Public art shows that shared spaces

SWITCH ON AVONDALE,
CINCINNATI, OHIO
PHOTO: J. MILES WOLF

are valued,” Houston said. “The content
of the public art as well as the creation
and engagement process behind the
art can be very meaningful in building
community participation, civic pride and
resiliency.”

‘City of the Arts’
Costa Mesa, California

Dolly Parton smiles down in the
newest mural created for Costa Mesa,
California, nicknamed “City of the Arts.”
Unveiled on March 13, 2021, the mural
was dedicated to all frontline healthcare
workers.
“Luke Nero decided to have the mural
painted after he heard that Dolly donated
$1 million to fund Moderna’s COVID-19
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20

COSTA MESA, CALIF.
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DOLLY PARTON MURAL, COSTA MESA, CALIF.
PHOTO: COURTESY OF TRAVEL COSTA MESA

vaccine development,” said Paulette
Lombardi-Fries, president of Travel Costa
Mesa. “David Gilmore, the artist, captured
Dolly’s warmth and unconditional love.”
With a vibrant performing arts scene,
a Tony Award-winning play production
house, and a terrific public art walk with
its own free audio tour, Costa Mesa treasures its art wealth.
“Art is everywhere in Costa Mesa. The
city is vibrant and eclectic and is home to
one of the most beautiful arts campuses,
Segerstrom Center for the Arts,” Lombardi-Fries said.
“Stepping foot onto this campus is
nothing short of inspirational,” she said.
“For 35 years, the center has welcomed
visitors and entertained audiences with
Broadway shows, dance performances,
symphonies, concerts and comedians.”
Art extends throughout the city,
including more than two dozen murals,
Lombardi-Fries said. “From local artists
to renown contemporary artists, from
floral masterpieces to famous faces,
there’s so much to see,” she said, adding
that group tours are available.
Other local attractions include Knott’s
Berry Farm, the Aquarium of the Pacific,
and the highly anticipated Orange County Museum of Art scheduled to open in
October 2022. The new museum will
feature Californian art from the early
20th century to the present day.
“Public art gives a community a sense
of inspiration and imagination,” Lombardi-Fries said. “It unifies the community
and is a driver for both individuals and
industries.”

ARTWORK BY GUIDO VAN HELTON, FORT SMITH, ARK.
PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE UNEXPECTED

The Unexpected
Fort Smith, Arkansas

What a fascinating name — “The
Unexpected” Project. But what does it
mean?
“The intention of the project was to
bring the outside in, to a place where the
world might never look otherwise,” said
Claire Kolberg, director of The Unexpected. “Now, Fort Smith and Arkansas have
a platform as an art- and artist-friendly
state, creating additional positive impact
on tourism and economic development.”
Founded in 2015, The Unexpected
is a revitalization project to transform
downtown Fort Smith into a world-class

SIDE BY SIDE, FORT SMITH, ARK.
PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE UNEXPECTED

destination for urban and contemporary
art. The outdoor collection of permanent
and semi-permanent outdoor art now
includes more than 30 pieces by wellknown international artists.
“We were interested in how the largescale outdoor public art model could be
applied to Fort Smith and how that might
affect the community, to see unexpected
art in an unexpected place,” Kolberg said.
Groups can stop by Miss Laura’s
Visitor Center for printed maps of The
Unexpected artwork. They also can hear
the fascinating story of “Miss Laura”
herself. Out of seven houses of ill repute
that lined Fort Smith’s Old West redlight district, Miss Laura’s is the only one

that has stood the test of time. The only
former bordello on the National Register
of Historic Places, Miss Laura’s has been
fully restored to its original grandeur and
is a popular group tour spot.
Groups also can visit the Fort Smith
Trolley Museum, Fort Smith National
Historic Site, and United States Marshals
Museum scheduled to open in mid-2022.
“With a name like The Unexpected,”
Kolberg said, Fort Smith can look “for
ways to continuously challenge perceptions that outsiders have of Arkansas and
that we have of ourselves.”

The Avenue Concept
Providence, Rhode Island

During the height of the COVID-19
pandemic, The Avenue Concept adopted
a mantra of “public art never closes” in
Providence, Rhode Island.
“Through safe, socially-distanced
outdoor experiences, as well as virtual
tours and online content, we were able
to provide people with free access to
world-class art, even during quarantine,”
said John Taraborelli, communications
consultant for The Avenue Concept.
As the state’s first privately funded
art program, The Avenue Concept was

FOLLOW YOUR HEART, PROVIDENCE, R.I.
PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE AVENUE CONCEPT

founded in 2012 and has installed or exhibited more than 200 works of public art
and invested $1.5 million in both artwork
and infrastructure.
“The art itself is a form of storytelling,” Taraborelli said. “Many of our public
art projects include layers of research,
community engagement and concept development. The artists we work with are
both telling their own stories and telling
the stories of our community.”
Providing an opportunity for local
talent as well as nationally and globally
recognized artists, The Avenue Concept
“enhances Providence’s reputation as a

place for visitors to experience worldclass art, which can serve as an economic
driver,” he said, adding that group tours
can take self-guided tours through The
Avenue Concept mobile app.
Along with The Avenue Concept art,
group tours also can visit other iconic
Providence attractions like the John
Brown House Museum, Rhode Island
School of Design (RISD) Museum and
the WaterFire Arts Center.
Group tours may find themselves
taking photos with the artwork as have
residents. “People have taken wedding
photos in front of our murals,” Taraborelli
said. “Organizations held voter registration drives in front of our ‘Vote’ mural.
The art tells stories that resonate with
people.” n
ArtWorks Cincinnati
513-333-0388
artworkscincinnati.org
Travel Costa Mesa
888-588-9417
travelcostamesa.com
The Unexpected
unexpectedfs.com

SALT WATER, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE AVENUE CONCEPT

The Avenue Concept
401-490-0929
theavenueconcept.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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Malls abound around the Twin Cities
By Terri Peterson Smith

A giant shopping experience
awaits groups in Minnesota, and it’s
concentrated in a small area just
outside Minneapolis. From high-end
retailers to outlet stores, shopping here
means added value because Minnesota
does not charge sales tax on clothing and
shoes. These attractions include a huge
array of dining and entertainment experiences to round out the trip. And what’s
even better, there are more than 50 hotels
within 10 minutes of the area.
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Mall of America

Start in Bloomington, Minnesota, with
the largest shopping and entertainment
complex in North America, the Mall of
America (MOA). With 520 stores, ranging from Nordstrom and Macy’s to the
small local vendors found in MOA’s new
Community Commons, this mall pro-

vides a distinctive shopping experience
with the flair of Twin Cities culture.
When it’s time to put down the shopping bags, MOA visitors may take a break
at any of 50 dining options and enjoy
blockbuster entertainment opportunities
after that. For example, groups may stroll
through a 300-foot glass underwater
tunnel at SEA Life Minnesota Aquarium
which has over 10,000 sea creatures on
view. The rides offer a thrill at Nickelodeon Universe, the nation’s largest indoor
theme park. And, Flyover America provides a fully immersive flight simulation
ride that uses virtual flight technology to
take guests through an aerial tour of the
United States.
Other activities include miniature golf
courses (one glows under black lights)
and the new M&M’S Experience offers a

souvenir shopping bag. There’s easy
drop off and pick up for groups, plenty
of motorcoach parking and two hotels,
Radisson Blu and JW Marriott, connected
to the mall.
To register a group, email tourism@
moa.net at least two weeks in advance.

Eagan shopping

MALL OF AMERICA, BLOOMINGTON
PHOTO: MALL OF AMERICA

colorful taste of heaven for chocolate
lovers. In contrast, some folks may prefer
to simply stroll the mall and take in the
sights in this giant tree-filled and skylit
space, which is 70 degrees year-round.
New at MOA, behind-the-scenes tours
of the mall show visitors what it takes to
make this extraordinary place run.
“With such a wide variety of retail,
dining and attractions found at Mall of
America, there is truly something for
everyone,” said Samantha Sommers,
tourism account executive for Mall of
America. “We are continually launching
new retail concepts, dining experiences
and unique attractions to make sure
guests have something new to discover
every time they visit.”
Groups of 15 or more may receive
a VIP shopping coupon book and a

Groups will find even more great
shopping in nearby Eagan, Minnesota.
For example, at Twin Cities Premium
Outlets savvy bargain hunters enjoy
more than 90 stores, mainly outlets for
high-end brands. Visitors walk outdoors
between shops under covered walkways,
but the mall features a food court with
indoor dining and a big fireplace.
Another shopping center, Central
Park Commons, has an open-air style
with shops that include Home Goods,
Sierra Traders, Hobby Lobby and more
with many fast casual dining options.
Both Eagan malls offer easy drop off and
parking for motorcoaches and area hotels

also provide shuttles to the shopping
destinations.
Enjoy Eagan, the city’s convention
and visitors bureau, provides a “one-stop
shopping” service for group tour planners
and is happy to coordinate visits to Twin
Cities Premium Outlets and Central Park
Commons as well as the Mall of America.
“Groups should contact me directly,”
said Denise Olsen, Enjoy Eagan’s senior
sales director. “I put options together for
hotels, groups rates and discounts. I can
meet the bus at one of the malls with gift
bags and other fun things.” n
Mall of America
tourism@moa.net
mallofamerica.com/groups
Enjoy Eagan
651-675-5542
denise@eaganmn.com
eaganmn.com
Twin Cities Premium Outlets
premiumoutlets.com/outlet/
twin-cities
Central Park Commons
shopcentralparkcommons.com

TWIN CITIES PREMIUM OUTLETS, EAGAN
PHOTO: ENJOY EAGAN
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GREAT LAKES
BAY REGION, MICHIGAN
EXPLORE Bay City is the city
by the bay —the Saginaw Bay of Lake
Huron. With its rich nautical history,
groups can experience a sailing
excursion aboard the Appledore
Tall Ships along with naval military
history aboard the USS Edson floating
battleship museum.
CELEBRATE Head to
Frankenmuth, where each June
“Michigan’s Little Bavaria” celebrates
its annual Bavarian Festival. The
64th annual celebration takes place in
2022, as well as the 60th anniversary
Germany sister city partnership, the

Explore Michigan’s
Great Lakes Bay Region,
where you can make the
most of every motorcoach
moment! Spend time in a
region where a group tour
isn’t about the stops you
make, but the experiences
you’ll talk about forever,
all within 15–30 minutes
of one another.

longest running of its kind in the
United States.
SHOP Birch Run is known for
the Midwest’s largest outlet center,
the Birch Run Premium Outlets,
and Tony’s I-75 Restaurant, where
patrons are served “over the top” food
choices, such as a literal pound of

”

bacon on a BLT sandwich.
STROLL Midland is home to

—Herb Zeilinger,
CTIS, group tour manager,
Michigan’s Great Lakes Bay
Regional Convention
& Visitors Bureau

the region’s newest attraction, the
Whiting Forest Canopy Walk. This
1,400-foot structure is the longest

2

canopy walk in the U.S. and soars up
to 40 feet above the ground. It’s also
connected to the 110-acre botanical
Dow Gardens where something
new can be found around each
meandering turn.
VIEW Saginaw has become

1

“

of the Frankenmuth/Gunzenhausen,

1
2

Appledore Tall Ships
Photo: Michigan’s Great Lakes Bay Regional CVB

Tony’s I-75 Restaurant BLT
Photo: Michigan’s Great Lakes Bay Regional CVB

office. Over 1,000 pieces of plaster

ASK

known for its art and architecture.

positive artworks by renowned artist

Michigan’s Great Lakes Bay

A city of French origin, the county’s

Marshall Fredericks are on display

Regional Convention

historical museum is housed in a

in the museum named for him on

& Visitors Bureau

French chateau castle originally built

the Saginaw Valley State University

800-444-9979

by the U.S. government as a post

campus.

gogreat.com
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Adventure Awaits
FIND YOUR TRUE NORTH
ONLY IN MINNESOTA
Minnesota is ready to welcome you to
the land of 10,000 lakes. Tour legendary
musician Prince’s home and recording
studio or get up close and personal with
American Eagles at the National Eagle
Center. Shop with no sales tax on clothes
at the iconic Mall of America, home of
over 500 stores and 50 restaurants. To
connect with the great outdoors, stop by
Split Rock Lighthouse on Lake Superior
or take a paddlewheel boat cruise on
the Mississippi River. Join us on a new
adventure, only in Minnesota.

EXPLOREMINNESOTA.COM

midwest
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Find adventure on and off the slopes
at Boyne Mountain Resort
Icy chill meets radiant heat at Boyne
Mountain Resort — a thrill-seekers’
paradise that offers premier Midwest
skiing and snowboarding, epic waterpark attractions and unrivaled outdoor
adventure.
Located in Boyne Falls, Michigan,
Boyne Mountain Resort boasts a long history of attracting families and groups for its
ski and snowboard slopes. Since its opening
in 1948, Boyne Mountain has grown to an
impressive 415-acre mecca for winter sport.
The mountain features 60 trails, 12 chair
lifts and a whole host of nature-inspired
activities for groups of all sizes.
“Boyne Mountain has a robust base
area that offers a village experience that’s
high-energy and open all year long,” said
Erin Ernst, director of marketing for the
Boyne Resorts. “During winter, we offer
fat tire snow biking, cross-country skiing,
snowshoeing, ice skating and our popular
downhill Sno-Go bikes. This winter, we
also debuted a new experience called the
Enchanted Trail, an under 2-mile, nighttime hiking experience that takes hikers
and snowshoers through a lamp-lit wooded
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trail that ends at a yurt with hot cocoa.”
From golfing and zip lining to spa
experiences and Segway tours, Boyne
Mountain entertains groups and visitors
all summer — and even off the slopes,
groups will find just as much adventure.
“Boyne Mountain’s Avalanche Bay
Indoor Water Park is the largest in Michigan and has a huge appeal for travelers,
especially on winter vacations,” Ernst
said. “The park is ideal for groups and
families wanting to hit the slopes during
the day but enjoy the warmth of an
80-degree water park in the evening.”
The 80,000-square-foot water park
features adventurous thrills like the Vertigo Cannonbowl, Downhill Mat Racer
and Rip Zone Surf Simulator, while also
offering more relaxing options like the
Lazy River Adventure and the Glacier
Hot Springs hot tubs.
When it comes to group accommodations at Boyne Mountain, there is
certainly no shortage of options. Groups
and visitors can choose from over 400
rentable accommodations, including
the newly opened Chalet Edelweiss, a

35 room and suite hotel that infuses the
sophistication of a traditional European
chalet with modern mountain culture.
The European-inspired accommodation
reinvents the traditional mountain into
one centered into what the resort calls a
“chalet-luxe style.”
Boyne Mountain’s next big adventure
— SkyBridge Michigan —is just around
the corner. Opening in June 2022, the
SkyBridge at Boyne Mountain will be the
world’s longest timber-towered suspension bridge and will give visitors the
chance to see the slopes from over 1,000
feet above the treetops. Groups and visitors looking to experience the SkyBridge
will ride chairlifts to the mountain’s top
to access the exhilarating 1,203-foot long
and 118-foot-high pedestrian bridge.
Learn more about current travel offerings and group rates at boynemountain.
com or learn more about future projects
at 2030.boynemountain.com. n
Boyne Mountain Resort
855-688-7024
boynemountain.com
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TOURS 877-975-3171

GROUP RATES | TRAM TOURS | BALK CAFÉ
GIFT SHOP | FREE MOTORCOACH PARKING

1000 E. Beltline Ave. NE, Grand Rapids, MI 49525

MeijerGardens.org | #MeijerGardens
Jaume Plensa. Utopia (detail), 2020. Marble. © 2020 Jaume Plensa.
Brian Kelly. Courtesy GRAY, Chicago/New York

NEAREST TO I-96 AND EAST BELTLINE AVENUE
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DETROIT IS MORE
THAN A DESTINATION.
IT IS A CONVERSATION.
Detroit is committed to … Detroit. When you visit here, you’re supporting
the same things we do: our local businesses and amazing people. You’re
participating in authentic, community-driven tourism that integrates
your group into the city’s social and cultural fabric.

Group Tour Magazine

FreescanSubscription
to subscribe

You’re investing in DOSE of Detroit, a retail collective that provides
up-and-coming BIPOC brands a place to showcase their products.
You’re showing your support for Detroit Hives, two native Detroiters
who are transforming vacant lots across the city with beehives, adding
green spaces and changing the narrative of Detroit neighborhoods.
You’re enjoying the Detroit River and the four-mile RiverWalk, a paved
pathway which the Detroit Riverfront Conservancy continues to develop
and expand into parks and natural spaces for locals and visitors to enjoy
year round.
Visit Detroit is here to help your group see, feel and support the
real Detroit.

Learn more about our commitment to
helping Detroit thrive.

scan to subscribe
grouptourmagazine.com
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CHICAGO
SOUTHLAND, ILLINOIS
DISCOVER

Visit Stellwagen

Farm in Orland Park to see what farm
life was like over a century ago.
Lake Katherine Nature Center
& Botanic Gardens in Palos Heights
offers hiking trails, kayaking, an
arboretum and prairie restoration.
TOUR Head to Pullman
National Monument, which
interprets stories of perseverance,
preservation and pride related to
American industrialization, urban
planning, labor and civil rights. The

1

grand opening of the monument’s
visitor center and Pullman State
Historic Site’s Car Works grounds was
held in September 2021.
Reserve a group tour at the
National A. Philip Randolph
Pullman Porter Museum, named for
the chief organizer and co-founder
of the Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters union. The museum
recognizes and explores African

2

American labor history.

“
3

VIEW Check out the 30 huge
outdoor sculptures at Nathan
Manilow Sculpture Park at
Governors State University. Known
as theNate, the park was ranked as
the nation’s best sculpture park in
the USA Today 2021 10 Best Readers’
Choice Awards.
View the public art displayed

1
2
2

Contact me to
learn about Chicago
Southland itineraries
and our current incentive
program.

Stellwagen Farm
Richard Hass mural

”

—Tobie Fitzpatrick, tour
& travel market manager,
Chicago Southland
Convention & Visitors Bureau

Pullman National Monument
Photos: Chicago Southland CVB

throughout the Village of Flossmoor.
Downton Homewood offers a large
collection of Richard Haas murals plus
many specialty shops and restaurants.

SHOP Snag a one-of-kind work
of art from Lotton Art Glass Gallery

UNWIND In the Game

ASK
Chicago Southland Convention

& Studios in Crete. Glass artists create

& Visitors Bureau

Hollywood Park provides food and

beautiful hand-blown vases, bowls,

708-895-8200

fun with a chef-crafted menu and go-

sculptures, paperweights, perfume

tourchicagosouthland.com

karts, fun slide and arcade games.

bottles and lamps.

FIND YOUR EVERYTHING
Discover your place to getaway. To indulge and enjoy it all your way. This is your day of
adventure. Your day to win. So come and go all-in. There’s delicious dining, king-size luxury,
big-time winning and so much more at Michigan’s most exciting destination. It’s a New Day

soaringeaglecasino.com

Mt. Pleasant, MI | 1.888.7.EAGLE.7

Columbus is a city that’s made for sharing. Tour the stirring National Veterans
Memorial and Museum. Explore Adventure Cove, the brand-new sea lion
exhibit at the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium. Live it up at Schmidt’s Restaurant
OHIO
und Sausage Haus in iconic German Village. Our partners city-wide
have
Clermont County
taken theLEARN
LiveTheForward
Pledge to make health a priority so your group’s
Ohio Freedom Trail leads to 42
visit can
be asRailroad
safesites
as(22itof is memorable. ExperienceColumbus.com/tours
Underground

CLERMONT COUNTY,
which are approved to the National
Underground Railroad Network to
Freedom) along the Ohio River and
among rolling hills. The Clermont
Freedom Trail contains the largest
Network to Freedom program in the
United States. Citizens of Clermont

086265_CBUS • Group Tour Ad • 8.5”x 10.5”

were major1contributors to the
086265_CBUS_GroupCounty
Tour Ad.indd
Underground Railroad movement.
TOUR Head to the Ulysses S.
Grant Birthplace & Museum in
Point Pleasant. Clermont County will

“

celebrate President Ulysses S. Grant’s
200th birthday on April 27, 2022.

Group tours can
experience the tastes, sites,
sounds and rich history
that Clermont County
has to offer. The Land of
Grant Trail, the Clermont
Freedom Trail and our
Local Food and Farm
Tour offer something for
everyone to enjoy.

“What better way to celebrate the
bicentennial of President Ulysses S.
Grant’s birthday other than to visit his
birthplace?” said Chelsea Vollman,
sales director at Clermont County
Convention and Visitors Bureau. “It
will be a memorable experience for
visitors to see where the life of the

”

American president and Civil War
general began. Discover the Land of
Grant Trail and history that will be sure

—Jeff Blom, president,
Clermont County Convention
and Visitors Bureau

to inspire all.”
EAT Savor a farm-to-table lunch

2

and tour at Emmett Ridge Farm,
a sustainable family-owned farm
in Amelia. Or arrange a lunch and
learn at Midwest Best BBQ and
Creamery in Loveland. Eat local at

1

1
2

Jungle Jim’s International Market
New Richmond Alpaca Farm
Photos: Clermont County CVB

Bite Restaurant, a farm-to-table
restaurant in Milford.
ENJOY Travel to HappBee Acres

DO Book a canoe or kayak tour
and paddle the Little Miami River. Hit

ASK
Clermont County Convention

apiary in Batavia for a bee and honey

the trails on a guided educational

and Visitors Bureau

tour. At New Richmond Alpaca

hike at the Valley View Foundation

513-732-3600

Farm, go in with the alpacas, feed

property in Milford. Shop at Jungle

discoverclermont.com

them and take selfies.

Jim’s International Market.
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Columbus is a city that’s made for
sharing. Tour the stirring National
Veterans Memorial and Museum.
Explore Adventure Cove, the
sea lion exhibit at the Columbus

Zoo and Aquarium. Live it up
5”x 10.5” • 6/3/20
at Schmidt’s Restaurant und
Sausage Haus in iconic German
Village. Our partners city-wide
have taken the Live Forward
Pledge to make health a priority
so your group’s visit can be as
safe as it is memorable.
ExperienceColumbus.com/tours
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visitguernseycounty.com
800.933.5480
Get inspired at the
Columbus Museum of Art
Plan your group visit today!
Visit columbusmuseum.org or
call 614.629.0342

480 E. Broad St.
Columbus, Ohio 43215

NOW O PeN at COSI
GET TICKETS AT COSI.ORG

AN EXHIBITION BY
© 2021 MARVEL
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COURTESY OF THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA

The Cleveland Orchestra
delivers music at its best
One of the few major American orchestras
founded by a woman, Adella Prentiss Hughes, The
Cleveland Orchestra’s inaugural concert took place
in December 1918 in Cleveland, Ohio. In 1931, its
home of Severance Music Center was built and has
provided a gathering place for the community to
hear great music.
Under the leadership of Franz Welser-Möst since
2002, The Cleveland Orchestra continues to extend
its artistry and musical abilities, and it remains one of
the most sought-after performing ensembles in the
world. In recent years, The New York Times has called
Cleveland “the best in America” for its virtuosity,
elegance of sound, variety of color, and chamber-like
musical cohesion, “virtually flawless,” and “one of the
finest ensembles in the country (if not the world).”
“When you go to any destination, you want to
show your guests the best the city has to offer,” said
Jackie Nachman, sales manager. “The Cleveland
Orchestra is not only one of the city’s finest cultural
institutions, but one of the world’s finest orchestras.
A breathtaking musical experience in a setting such
as the Severance is one not to be missed!”
The past decade has seen an increasing number
of young people attending concerts at Severance,
bringing fresh attention to The Cleveland Orchestra’s
legendary sound and committed programming.
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In 2020, the orchestra launched its own recording label to great fanfare and praise, and it created a
brand-new series of streaming broadcasts called In
Focus on Adella.live for audiences at home during
the pandemic.
Nachman said the orchestra offers backstage
tours of Severance that include the rich history of
the building, as well as fun peeks at the organ loft
and private music library. “We also offer pre-concert
talks, which give interesting background information
behind the music that the audience will hear during
that day’s performance,” she said.
Adult groups have given the orchestra many compliments on the Friday Matinee experience, which
features an abbreviated concert and easy motorcoach
drop-off/pick-up.
“We hope that groups come away with a feeling
of awe and a new appreciation for classical music,”
Nachman said. “We also just want them to have a
really good time and to feel appreciated as our guests.
The staff and musicians strive to make every visit to
Severance one to remember. We want everyone to
come away with a positive, memorable experience.” n
The Cleveland Orchestra
216-307-6662
clevelandorchestra.com
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SOAR INTO

BEST

DESTINATION
IN AMISH COUNTRY

IF YOU HAVEN’ T BEEN
TO
LATELY,

Miami
County

Miami County is a foundation for transportation enthusiasts. Visit WACO Air
Museum to view their biplanes, tour Johnston Farm & Indian Agency to learn
about early settlers while riding on a canal boat, or visit the Bradford Railroad
Museum and browse artifacts from life on the railroad.

Plan your group tour at
homegrowngreat.com.
| 800-348-8993

you simply haven’t been!
Invite your guests to our rambling
retail store for a visit full of history and
wonder. Shop thousands of new products
and tour the new aspirational Tiny House
on a Tiny Homestead only at Lehman’s
- FOR A SIMPLER LIFE.

Visit Lehmans.com/bus-tours for
all the group tour offerings
and information. Please allow at
least two hours for your visit.

Group Tour Magazine

FreescanSubscription
to subscribe

SHOP ANYTIME AT LEHMANS.COM
800.438.5346
On the Square in Kidron, OH
In the heart of Amish Country
Open every day except Sunday

scan to subscribe

Enjoy the art of travel
in Tuscarawas County, Ohio
Dennison | Dover | New Philadelphia | Newcomerstown | Sugarcreek | Zoar
Brighter Together Mural, New Philadelphia

TravelTusc.com

Wayne County Ohio

It’s not too late to book a performance of The Ohio Light
Opera this summer. Also visit P. Graham Dunn, The J. M.
Smucker Co. Store and Café and Lehman’s. Schedule an
experience at the new E & H Ace Hardware Flagship Store.

www.wccvb.com • 1.800.362.6474 • #getawayne

grouptourmagazine.com
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PHOTO: THE FIRESIDE DINNER THEATRE

Entertainment is near at The Fireside Dinner Theatre
Few additions to an itinerary add
magic to a tour the way live theater does.
A live performance adds an element of
excitement that’s a pleasant counterpoint
to visits to museums and historic sites.
Located in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin,
about an hour west of Milwaukee, The
Fireside Dinner Theatre is a relaxing
change-of-pace stop.
“We’re a little different from most
theaters in that the theater is in the
round,” said Julie Nordeen, the theater’s
marketing manager. “That gives guests
an up-close-and-personal view of the
performers.
“In big houses, you’re maybe not so
close or you’re in the balcony and you
don’t get the facial expressions,” she said.
In “the round,” the audience feels like
they’re part of the performance,” she said.
The furthest person is nine rows back
(from the stage), Nordeen said.
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The Fireside Dinner Theatre is a
“professional equity dinner theater so the
quality level is comparable to national
tours,” she said. Shows are mainly Broadway musicals with some original musical
reviews written by the theater’s artistic
director.
Nordeen said The Fireside Dinner
Theatre is a “unique” experience especially in a small town. “And it’s a bargain
when you consider seeing a show of this
quality in Chicago,” she added.
A visit to The Fireside Dinner Theatre
could be a day trip or part of a longer
tour to southern Wisconsin or anywhere
in Wisconsin, Nordeen said.
After dinner in the dining room,
guests visit gift shops before entering the
theater for the show.
The weekly schedule:
• Luncheon matinees, Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday

• Evening show with a signature dinner buffet, Thursday
• Evening performance with special
menu, Saturday
• Fish fry (no theater performance),
Friday
• Matinee with morning brunch buffet and mid-afternoon meal and performance, Sunday
Groups of 18 or more get a discount.
The earlier the reservation, the deeper the
discount, Nordeen said.
The motorcoach driver gets a complimentary meal and ticket to the show.
Every 21st ticket (18th for midweek) is
complimentary. Free motorcoach parking
is available. n
The Fireside Dinner Theatre
800-477-9505
firesidetheatre.com
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Shaw Festival marks
theatrical milestone
The year 2022 heralds the 60th season
of the widely acclaimed Shaw Festival in
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, Canada.
Shaw Festival began with four performances each of two George Bernard
Shaw plays in 1962.
Today, the season spans 11 months
with 13 productions offering a variety of
shows from musical and romantic comedy Damn Yankees to Oscar Wilde’s The
Importance of Being Earnest.
Shaw was an Irish playwright, critic,
political activist and leading dramatist of
his time. He was awarded the Nobel Prize
in Literature in 1925.
“The Shaw is a world-class theater
located in the heart of Niagara’s wine
country minutes from Niagara Falls,”
said Wes Brown, manager of group sales.
“Shaw’s productions will create unforgettable theatrical encounters that will have
your groups coming back year after year.”
Groups can enjoy an hourlong backstage tour of Festival Theatre, pre-show
talks to learn more about the performance and post-show chats with members of the ensemble to answer questions
the production may have provoked.
“My favorite is probably the backstage

tour,” Brown said. “Our docents do a
wonderful job and are very knowledgeable of the inner working of the theater.
The tour takes your group through many
areas like set storage, wardrobe, wigs,
dressing rooms and even the orchestra pit
if you’re lucky!”
Niagara-on-the-Lake is a great day
trip choice, but a two-night stay allows
groups to see multiple Shaw performances, visit other attractions and shop on
Queen Street.
The Shaw can accommodate groups
that fit the capacities of its three theaters.
Festival Theatre has 856 seats, Royal
George Theatre has 305 and Jackie Maxwell Studio Theatre has 267.
Group pricing is available on orders of
15 or more.
There is complimentary on-site
motorcoach parking. If the lot is full, passengers can be dropped off at the theater
and proceed to nearby Fort George where
paid parking is available. n
Shaw Festival
905-468-2172
shawfest.com

Featuring Damn Yankees, Gaslight,
The Importance of Being Earnest
and Irving Berlin’s White Christmas.

SHAWFEST.COM | 1-800-511-SHAW
Client: SHAW FESTIVAL Publication: Group Tour Magazine
Insertion Date: December Issue Size: 2.25in x 4.75in
Contact: BRUCE@KEYGORDON.COM - Key Gordon Communications

FANTASTIC GROUP
TOURS BEGIN IN EAGAN
Home of the Minnesota Vikings
& Twin Cities Premium Outlets
Top rated attractions • 20 incredible hotels
3% lodging tax • Near Mall of America
®

®

Twin Cities
Premium
Outlets®

Central Park
Commons

Mall of
America®

TAX-FREE
SHOPPING
on clothes
and shoes!

Visit eaganmn.com or contact
Denise Olsen for more information
denise@eaganmn.com

ENJOY EAGAN
866-324-2620
PHOTO: SHAW FESTIVAL / PETER ANDREW LUSZTYK
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WHAT’S NEW IN INDIANA
The Hoosier State is a perennial favorite for group tours
and it’s easy to see why. Indiana is easy to get to — as the
state motto says, Indiana is “The Crossroads of America.”
Moreover, top-notch attractions, destinations and committed
tour professionals work hard to deliver grand tours. And, in
addition to old favorites, new tour experiences are always
being developed and launched.
Here’s what’s new in Indiana.

Quilt Gardens
mark milestone

Quilt Gardens Along the Heritage Trail will celebrate its 15th anniversary in 2022 with an Epic Art
Adventure.
The Elkhart County Convention & Visitors Bureau is bringing back the life-size and life-like Seward
Johnson sculptures at each of the 16 Quilt Garden
sites, just like the celebration of the 10th anniversary
of the Quilt Gardens in 2017.
To acknowledge the creativity and collaboration
of artists in Elkhart County, Epic Art Adventures will
celebrate the talented makers who inhabit the county’s urban spaces and rural areas. Locally crafted public art pieces will be selected for exhibition throughout Elkhart, Goshen, Nappanee, Bristol, Middlebury
and Wakarusa, just in time for summer.
With great photo opportunities and interactive
by design, the Quilt Gardens change every year with
new designs and colorful inspiration.
“Elkhart County’s history of craftsmanship is the
perfect way to complement the Quilt Gardens,” said
Jon Hunsberger, executive director of the Elkhart
County CVB. “The creativity and collaboration
that the artists of this region embody have created
a vibrant arts scene. We can’t wait to show off their
talents to our residents and visitors.”
Add events, hands-on activities, dining and shopping, and the Quilt Gardens along the Heritage Trail
sets the stage for exceptional group tours wrapped
in quilt and gardening themes, packed with fun and
sure to entice new clients, said Sonya Nash, director
of group and experiential sales and promotions for
Elkhart County CVB. It’s all found in one of the nation’s largest Old Order Amish areas. quiltgardens.com
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New hotel preserves
Elkhart’s history

Hotel Elkhart is a new boutique hotel in downtown Elkhart. Extensively renovated, Hotel Elkhart
embraces its history (as a former hotel that for years
was an apartment building) and celebrates Elkhart’s
musical instrument history through custom fixtures
and detailing throughout.
The property, built in 1923, offers multiple dining
options, a main lobby bar, a deli, rooftop bar and
grand ballroom for larger events. The hotel is within
easy walking distance to downtown museums, attractions, restaurants, the RiverWalk and Lerner Theatre.
hotelelkhart.com, visitelkhartcounty.com

New adventures
await in Fort Wayne

The Bradley, Fort Wayne’s newest hotel, was
designed by Barbara Bradley Baekgaard, co-founder
of Vera Bradley and Provenance Hotels.
From the signature scent to the various Fort Wayne
touches, The Bradley emulates the unique design style
that is reminiscent of Vera Bradley through pattern
play and bright colors. The five-story, 124-room
boutique hotel is home to two restaurants. Birdie’s
offers a bird’s-eye view of downtown Fort Wayne and
transports guests into the world of Baekgaard’s childhood in southern Florida. Arbor, the ground floor
restaurant, stirs feelings of home-cooked favorites
with design details that present a sophisticated mix of
traditional and contemporary design.
“With the launch of The Bradley, a long-time
dream of mine is finally coming to life, and I couldn’t
be more excited to welcome everyone to my hometown: the historic city of Fort Wayne,” Baekgaard
said. “The Bradley will offer a piece of the rich Fort
Wayne community to each guest who calls the hotel
home, playing a major role in contributing to the
city’s continued growth. It is my hope that the hotel
will serve as an extension of my own home for a
community I love and for those traveling in the city.”
The Bradley is in the heart of the city’s new dining
district, known as The Landing. This walkable block
of dining experiences was once the historic landing
for canal boats on the Erie Wabash Canal.
And steps away from The Landing is Promenade
Park, a regional destination for recreation, arts and
culture with skyline views and riverfront connectivity.
Union Street Market is scheduled to open in fall
2022. The region’s first food hall and public market is
located at Electric Works, the massive redevelopment
of a historic GE campus. More than 20 merchants
will be open daily, and a weekly farmers market.
visitfortwayne.com

THE BRADLEY

PHOTO: LAUREN LIPP / VISIT FORT WAYNE

PROMENADE PARK

PHOTO: VISIT FORT WAYNE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 38
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Celebrate a literary icon
in Indianapolis

This year, the Kurt Vonnegut Museum and Library
in Indianapolis celebrates the writer’s centennial.
Vonnegut was born in Indianapolis in 1922. His
writing, the museum and library notes, took an unflinching look at the world, tempered with a satirical
eye and sardonic sense of humor. He died in 2007 in
New York City.
On the schedule for “Kurt Vonnegut: Celebrating
a Century of Stories 1922–2022” are events marking
the museum and library becoming the first Literary
Landmark site in Indiana, a Kentucky Derby party,
Juneteenth Celebration, Banned Books Week (Sept.
25–Oct. 1), Vonnegut’s 100th birthday on Nov. 11
and a birthday gala on Nov. 12.
The Kurt Vonnegut Museum and Library in Indianapolis opened in 2019. Visitors can sit hunched
over the same model typewriter Vonnegut used. Displayed are Vonnegut’s drawings, his actual typewriter, his Purple Heart from World War II and family
photos. vonnegutlibrary.org

KURT VONNEGUT MURAL
PHOTO: VISIT INDY

Giraffes coming
to South Bend

KURT VONNEGUT MUSEUM AND LIBRARY
PHOTO: VISIT INDY
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An outdoor Giraffe Feeding Adventure and
habitat is set to open in the spring of 2022 at the
Potawatomi Zoo in South Bend. The central feature
of the habitat will be a raised platform and feeding
deck, allowing visitors to be at eye level with giraffes.
potawatomizoo.org

L

THE LUME INDIANAPOLIS
PHOTO: COURTESY OF NEWFIELDS

New at Newfields

The Clowes Pavilion Reimagined opens March
23, 2022, at the Indianapolis Museum of Art (IMA)
at Newfields and is an ongoing permanent installation. The Clowes Pavilion Reimagined is opening
after a multi-year renovation, 50 years after its
inaugural opening date. Favorites like Rembrandt’s
Self-Portrait and the Raphael-designed tapestry The
Miraculous Draught of Fishes are shown alongside
objects from other parts of the IMA’s permanent
collection, such as Duvor (Communal Cloth) by the
Ghanaian sculptor El Anatsui. The nearly 100 objects
on view offer a fresh new perspective on significant
social and art history themes throughout the ages.
Opening in July 2022 will be “Stephen Sprouse:
Rock | Art | Fashion.” The exhibit features more than
60 garments designed by Indiana native Stephen
Sprouse (1953–2004), whose transformative styles
rocked the fashion world in the 1980s.
Don’t forget about THE LUME Indianapolis, the
largest exhibit in Newfields’ history. The fully immersive experience occupies the entire fourth floor
of the Indianapolis Museum of Art galleries. Great
works of art are showcased from floor to ceiling in the
30,000-square-foot gallery space. discovernewfields.org

‘STEPHEN SPROUSE: ROCK | ART | FASHION’
PHOTO: COURTESY OF NEWFIELDS

Conner Prairie to open
new experience

“Promised Land as Proving Ground” is scheduled
to open in summer 2022 at Conner Prairie, the living
history attraction in Fishers. The exhibit interprets
500 years of African American history and explores
the development of African American faith ways
and their expression through food, music and dance,
and activism from traditional African religion to the
African American church. connerprairie.org
CONTINUED ON PAGE 40
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BOTTLEWORKS DISTRICT
PHOTO: CLIFF RITCHEY, VISIT INDY

Bottleworks District
combines past and present

New in Indianapolis is the Bottleworks Hotel
and Bottleworks District. What was once the largest
Coca-Cola bottling plant in the world has been
transformed into a boutique hotel, food hall, movie
theater and bowling alley. The Bottleworks District
sits in the artsy North Mass Ave (Massachusetts
Avenue) corridor, one of Indianapolis’ four original
diagonals. bottleworksdistrict.com

Midwest Music & Heritage Trail, a new cultural
trail, presents Richmond’s rich musical heritage. Visitors will find custom sculptures and accompanying
plaques representing many musicians that recorded at
the Gennett Recording Company studio in the 1920s
and 1930s. By spring of 2022, there will be a total of 50
sculptures. The trail ends at the Gennett Walk of Fame
in the Whitewater Gorge. visitrichmond.org

Exhibit to interpret Gennett
Recording Company

Anderson welcomes
Uranus Fudge Factory

Scheduled to open June 5, 2022, at the Wayne
County Historical Museum in Richmond is “Gennett
Recording Company: The Birth of American Music.”
The small recording company was open to recording
all kinds of music and artists, despite racial segregation. This permanent exhibit will include artifacts,
interactive elements, photos and a re-creation of the
1920s Gennett recording studio. wchmuseum.org
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Follow a new trail
in Richmond

Uranus Fudge Factory and General Store, based
in St. Robert, Missouri, plans to open its second
location in early 2022 in Anderson. The company
is bringing its fudge, ice cream, miniature golf and
escape rooms to central Indiana. uranusindiana.com

New at the zoo

The new “Kangaroo Crossing” exhibit is set to
open in May 2022 at the Indianapolis Zoo. Meanwhile, construction is under way for a new zoo entry
experience, scheduled to open in spring 2023. The
White River Gardens, including the Hulman Riverhouse and the Hilbert Conservatory, are closed to the
pubic during construction. indianapoliszoo.com

Gathering space open
in Spencer County

Matilda’s Event Barn in Spencer County is a new
event venue. While primarily known for hosting
weddings, the facility also caters to groups that
need a space to gather. The event barn is named
for Matilda Kleiser, the owner’s great-aunt, whose
diligence in caring for the farm helped it survive.
matildaseventbarn.com

Santa Claus Haus opens

Spencer County Visitors Bureau announces the
opening of the Santa Claus Haus in the town of Santa
Claus. In 2020, due to COVID-19 concerns, Santa
was mostly unavailable for visits. However, he is now
available in a brand-new location for visits and photos.
Included is a gift shop that offers locally made items.
Private welcomes and other group requests can be
arranged. santaclaushaus.org, santaclausind.org

Penguins arrive at
Mesker Park Zoo

“Penguins of Patagonia” has opened at the Mesker
Park Zoo in Evansville. This is Indiana’s first Humboldt penguin habitat. Since the penguins are native
to South America, the new naturalistic area mimics a
coastal area in Chile. meskerparkzoo.com

MALALA YOUSAFZAI AND ‘THE POWER
OF CHILDREN: MAKING A DIFFERENCE’
PHOTO: THE CHILDREN’S MUSEUM OF INDIANAPOLIS

Dinosphere to reopen,
Malala added to
‘The Power of Children’

Dinosphere, the most-visited exhibit at The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis will reopen on March
19, 2022, after a major expansion that includes the
addition of massive sauropods — long-necked, longtailed plant eaters who were some of the largest beasts
(65–80 feet long) to ever roam the earth — in Giants
of the Jurassic™. Dive into the sea with ancient aquatic
beasts that looked like the Loch Ness monster in Monsters of the Mesozoic™. Step into the prehistoric world
in the immersive Creatures of the Cretaceous™ as day
turns to night beneath a former CineDome sky that
is rich with color. See fossils that are 150 million years
old and talk to the scientists who uncovered them in
the new Paleo Prep Labs. Discover how to draw dinos
in the new Dinosphere Art Lab.
Malala Yousafzai has been added to the museum’s powerful “The Power of Children: Making a
Difference” exhibit. The Pakistani activist for female
education is the youngest person ever to be awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize. Also part of the exhibit are
Anne Frank, Ruby Bridges and Ryan White.
childrensmuseum.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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Explore French Lick
West Baden
STAY Two historic hotels make
up the grand French Lick Resort,
with world-class spas, gaming,
championship-level golf, shopping
and dining. Complimentary shuttles
allow guests to travel between
properties.
DO Up-close animal encounters
at Wilstem Wildlife Park provide
guests with unique experiences
such as bathing an African elephant,

1

feeding the giraffes, meeting Jeff
Watson and his grizzly bears, and

1
2
3
4

interacting with kangaroos. The 1,100acre property also offers a zip line tour
and horseback riding.
RIDE Board French Lick Scenic
Railway for a nostalgic ride through
the picturesque Hoosier National

West Baden Springs Hotel,
French Lick Resort
Wilstem Wildlife Park
French Lick Scenic Railway
Patoka Lake cruise
Photos: Visit French Lick West Baden

Forest, limestone outcroppings and
the Burton Tunnel. Dinner train,
themed excursions and scenic rides
are available.
CRUISE Relax aboard the

2

Patoka Voyager on a scenic nature
cruise. Explore the pristine shorelines
of Patoka Lake, which is surrounded
by 26,000 acres of Patoka Lake State
Park. Look for eagles, osprey and

3

other wildlife while enjoying a lunch
cruise. Or take in the southern Indiana
sunsets during a dinner cruise or wine
cruise.
ASK
Visit French Lick West Baden
812-936-3418
visitfrenchlickwestbaden.com

4

Indiana’s Unforgettable
Group Experience!
Our storied past, your next adventure.

#MyFrenchLick
vflwb.com • 812-936-3418

Visit French Lick West Baden is a favorite destination for groups large and
small. Nestled in the heart of Southern Indiana and surrounded by the Hoosier
National Forest, this resort community has welcomed guests who have enjoyed
awe inspiring getaways for over 100 years. We invite you to relive the fabulous
history and vibrant lifestyles of this breathtaking destination that offers gracious
hospitality, ultimate luxury, and a multitude of opportunities at any pace.
For itinerary recommendations contact Jasmine Hilderbrand at

jasmine@visitfrenchlickwestbaden.com or 812-936-3418.

indiana

Make memories
in Harrison County

“

DISCOVER Take a guided tour of

Don’t miss out on our
quaint historic downtown that
offers unique one-of-a-kind
experiences from a historic
walking tour, blown art glass,
locally owned boutiques and an
antique store on nearly every
corner.

Indiana’s First State Capitol and Governor
Hendricks Headquarters for an interesting
history lesson. After a history tour of Corydon
with a step-on guide and a tour of the Civil
War Battle Park, visit the Harrison County
Discovery Center. Its high-tech, interactive

”

galleries allow visitors to explore the
importance of Harrison County in Indiana’s
development.
EXPLORE Check out the sights below

—Stacy Pirtle, director of sales and
visitor services, Harrison County CVB

1

Harrison County. An underground boat
ride is part of the tour at Indiana Caverns
Family Adventure Park. Marengo Cave
offers a variety of underground splendor.
Explore Squire Boone Caverns, which were
discovered in 1790 by Squire and Daniel
Boone. Then soar over the forests at Squire
Boone Zipline Adventure.

2

SIP Set up wine tastings and tours at
Best Vineyards, Turtle Run Winery and
Indiana Creek Winery.
SEE Watch in amazement as a glass
artist produces a piece of hand-blown art
glass during a demonstration at Zimmerman
Art Glass. A wide variety of handmade glass
items are for sale in the gift shop.
ENJOY Head to Caesars Southern
Indiana Casino for dining, gaming and

3

1
2
3
4

Corydon Capitol State Historic Site
Photo: Andrew Kennedy

Squire Boone Caverns
Photo: Gary Berdeaux

Zimmerman Art Glass
Photo: Harrison County CVB

Turtle Run Winery
Photo: Harrison County CVB

entertainment.
EAT Dine at Harrison County
restaurants like B3Q BBQ, Beaver St. Tap
Room, Frederick’s Café, Overlook Restaurant
and 1816 Modern Kitchen & Drinks.
ASK
Harrison County
Convention & Visitors Bureau
888-738-2137
thisisindiana.org/group-travel

4
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Take the fall spirits tour
in SoIN
TASTE Head to Huber’s Orchard,
Winery & Vineyards/Starlight
Distillery in Borden for a private wine/
spirits tasting, catered lunch on the
patio with live music and a U-pick
wagon ride to pick pumpkins and other
seasonal produce.
DO Group members will get
hands on at Maker13 in Jeffersonville.
Visitors personalize and etch their
choice of rocks glasses or wine goblets
to take home.
ADMIRE At Jack O’Lantern
Spectacular in Iroquois Park in
Louisville, Kentucky, walk among
5,000 professionally carved pumpkins
illuminated along a third-of-a-mile trail.

1

DETECT Participate in a Clue
Party at Culbertson Mansion State
Historic Site in New Albany. Dress up
as a favorite character, enjoy cocktails
and search the mansion’s 25 rooms
for clues. Private group rentals are
available.
ENJOY Visit an Old World-style

“

Fall in SoIN is the prime time to bring your group to
Southern Indiana. Book today for the exquisite sights and
classic culinary offerings only found in SoIN. Don’t forget to
schedule a candy making demo at Schimpff’s Confectionery, the
nation’s oldest continually operated, family-owned candy store.
—Todd Read, trade and consumer sales manager, SoIN Tourism

pub in New Albany. At Pints & Union,
satisfy Old World public house cravings

”

with tasting and menu options at the
unique pub.
EXPLORE Additional itinerary
ideas for SoIN include Harvest
Homecoming Festival, Joe Huber’s
Family Farm and Restaurant, Louisville
Downtown Distilleries and Kentucky
Bourbon Trail.
ASK
SoIN Tourism
812-280-8082
gosoin.com/groups

2

1
2

Jack O’Lantern Spectacular
Huber’s Winery
Photos: SoIN Tourism
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Discover LafayetteWest Lafayette
HOWL Howl with the wolves
at Wolf Park during a Howl Night
Program. A meal can be catered to Wolf
Park before the experience.
EXPLORE See hundreds of trees
and plants at Purdue Horticulture
Gardens. Stroll along the trails at
Celery Bog Nature Area and learn
more at Lily Nature Center. Stroll

L

through Prophetstown State Park
and The Farm at Prophetstown and

e

learn what life was like on a working
farm in the 1920s. Enjoy the prairie,
wetlands and the Native American
Village.
SEE The Purdue University

1

guided riding tour is a group favorite.
Haan Museum displays the world’s

“

best collection of historic paintings by
T.C. Steele and other Indiana artists. A

Extend your trip. Spend another
day on a one-of-a-kind wine
excursion. Tour, taste and relax
on a Beyond the Vine Wine Tour,
a full-day chauffeured wine trail
experience. Sip some wine from the
vine at unique wineries with your
group and enjoy what the Greater
Lafayette area has to offer.

sculpture garden and nature trail are
free.
Exploration Acres, the area’s
largest corn maze, added a sunflower
maze in 2021. There’s a pumpkin patch,
general store and group events.
TOUR Visit SAMARA, a Frank
Lloyd Wright-designed masterpiece.

2

Also known as the John and Catherine
Christian House, it was designated as a

”

—Janet Martinez, sales manager,
Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette

National Historic Landmark in 2015.

PRO

RIDE Head to the Wabash & Erie
Canal Interpretive Center to take
a ride in a replica canal boat, enjoy a
catered meal, and explore a museum
and a pioneer village.
ASK
Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette
800-872-6648
homeofpurdue.com

3

1
2
3

Wolf Park
Photo: Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette

Purdue University
Photo: Trevor Mahlmann

Farm at Prophetstown
Photo: Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette

HOME OF PURDUE

WOLF PARK

HISTORICAL TOURS

Lafayette-West Lafayette, Indiana

experience the home of purdue university!
AGRICULTURAL TOURS

ARCHITECTURAL TOURS

PROPHETSTOWN STATE PARK

EDUCATIONAL TOURS

CLEAN ENERGY TOURS

ARTISTIC TOURS

Enjoy a wide variety of attractions and events to suit your group’s needs;
educational, historical, agritourism, clean energy, artistic, factory tours and more!
Purdue University also provides endless options for special interest groups.
Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette offers complimentary customized itineraries,
step on guide service, welcome bags, brochures and more!
Contact: Janet Martinez, jmartinez@homeofpurdue.com

indiana

Try concoctions and confections along

Northern Indiana’s
Heritage Trail
LEARN The backroads of Northern Indiana
Amish Country lead groups to Elaine Jones’
kitchen, where she’ll reveal the techniques
behind her buttery-soft cinnamon rolls. Along
the way, catch Elaine’s insights into how the
Amish lifestyle is special to her, and end up with
cinnamon rolls hot from the oven to enjoy.
EAT Save room for an authentic Amish
family-style meal with bowls heaping with
mashed potatoes, noodles and more. Carolyn
Yoder shares the secrets of her mashed potato
recipe, then visitors can step up to the counter
for a personalized cooking class.
TASTE Discover the city of Goshen’s
treasures at Olympia Candy Kitchen, a familyowned confectionary that hand-dips chocolate
treats so treasured they were served at the
inaugural balls of presidents Ronald Reagan and
George H.W. Bush. Just down the street is Maple
Indian Cuisine; indulge in the unique spices,
herbs and cooking techniques of one family’s
recipes straight from North India.
Continue the journey to the spicy side with

”

a tour of the homemade and handcrafted
concoctions of the Soapy Gnome, from its soap
made with local craft beer and locally pressed
apple cider, and cap it off with whiskey distilled
in the shadow of Notre Dame’s Golden Dome.
Olympia Candy Kitchen

SIP Head to Goshen Brewing Co. for
unique beer, homemade soda and a menu
featuring local, organic food. Taste grape and
fruit wines at Fruit Hills Winery & Orchard
near Bristol.
ASK
Elkhart County, IN
Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-262-8161
visitelkhartcounty.com/groups

“

Photo: Elkhart County, IN Convention & Visitors Bureau

The Concoctions & Confections tour delights groups with
hands-on demonstrations, tastings to satisfy any desire, and
heart-warming stories of the artisans and entrepreneurs who
harness their craft for everyone’s pleasure. The sights, smells and
flavors of Elkhart County excite all of your senses.

”

—Sonya Nash, director of group and experiential sales & promotions,
Elkhart County, IN CVB

INDIANA
ATTRACTIONS

The Barns at Nappanee,
Home of Amish Acres
Nappanee

Photo: Indiana Dunes National Park

Indiana Dunes
National Park
Porter

Group outings can include shows at
the Round Barn Theatre, a professional
regional theater company; dining at The
Barns FarmTable Restaurant; a Threshers
Dinner; guided Amish house and farm
tours with information on the Amish lifestyle; and horse and buggy rides and farm
wagon rides. thebarnsatnappanee.com

The park includes 15 miles of Lake
Michigan shoreline and 15,000 acres of
biodiverse beaches, woods, prairies and
marshes. More than 400 interpretive
programs and ranger-led walks and talks
are offered in various locations throughout
the year. nps.gov/indu

Annie Oakley
Natural Perfumery
Ligonier

Book a perfume studio and factory
tour to experience the interesting process
of perfuming. See where the natural and
organic perfume essences are blended
and observe perfumes being handmade.
If there’s time and a perfumer is available,
create a personal fragrance. The sensory
experience continues in the gift shop of
the only perfumery in the United States.
annieoakley.com

Kokomo
Opalescent Glass
Kokomo

See firsthand how art glass is manufactured. Kokomo Opalescent Glass has
produced art glass in the same facility and
with the same techniques since the company was founded in 1888. All tours must
be scheduled in advance. kog.com

Photo: Visit Fort Wayne

The Genealogy Center
at Allen County
Public Library
Fort Wayne

Everyone has a story, and The Genealogy Center helps people begin to find out
more about their family stories. The center
is flexible with group tours. Presentations
can cover topics such as how to use online
sources, search for a particular ethnic
group or successfully interview living relatives. Center staff can work one-on-one
on genealogy with group participants and
give the group time to explore the center’s
vast resources for their specific families.
acpl.lib.in.us/genealogy

VISIT
INDIANA’S
TOP GROUP
DESTINATION
Step into the heart of Amish
Country and experience
true Hoosier Hospitality at
Das Dutchman Essenhaus.
- family-style dining
- five quaint, unique gift shops
- peaceful carriage rides
- generously-sized guest rooms
- deluxe hot breakfast
- baggage handling

Plus celebrate 15 years
of award-winning
Quilt Gardens in 2022!
- May 30 - September 15
- featuring Seward Johnson
sculptures plus talented local
and regional artists
Contact Sonya at 800.262.8161
to plan your group trip today!
Learn more at

VisitElkhartCounty.com/groups
grouptourmagazine.com
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Wabash & Erie Canal
Delphi

Step into the early 19th century world
of canal transportation along a preserved
stretch of the canal. A replica canal boat
offers cruises, and interactive exhibits in
the interpretive center interpret the canal’s
construction, operation and demise. A
pioneer village, Red Bridge Settlement and
lime kilns can also be explored. Reservations for groups must be made at least two
weeks in advance of the visit. wabashanderiecanal.org

Promenade Park
Fort Wayne

Promenade Park, Fort Wayne’s newest
attraction, offers a brand-new take on
entertainment, recreation and relaxation.
Stroll the Parkview Tree Canopy Trail.
Board Sweet Breeze, a replica of a 1840s
canal boat, and cruise the rivers to learn
about Fort Wayne’s history and riverfront
development plans. visitfortwayne.com

Honeywell Arts
& Entertainment
Wabash

The Honeywell Foundation presents
all Honeywell Arts & Entertainment
offerings. Concerts, musicals and dance
performances take place in the Ford
Theater and Eagles Theatre. The organization provides tailor-made experiences for
groups. honeywellarts.org

The Blue Gate
Shipshewana

Blue Gate Hospitality operates a
restaurant, theater, inn and shops. Just
north of the downtown shopping district
is the Blue Gate Garden Inn & Conference
Center and the Blue Gate Performing
Arts Center. The Blue Gate complex in the
downtown district includes the restaurant,
bakery, shops and the 315-seat Blue Gate
Music Hall. Blue Gate Theatre presents
musicals, concerts and family entertainment. Group pricing is available for dinner-theater packages, family-style dining
and theater only. thebluegate.com
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Bob Ross Experience
Muncie

Visitors to the former studio of The Joy
of Painting TV show make no mistakes,
just “happy little accidents” when they
try their hand at painting in a workshop.
Visitors can step into the restored TV
studio and see more of Ross’s artwork in
The Gallery. Bob Ross Experience is part
of Minnetrista, a museum and garden
complex built on the unique legacy of the
Ball family and company. minnetrista.net

Indianapolis Motor
Speedway Museum
Indianapolis

Located inside the famed 2½-mile
Indianapolis Motor Speedway oval, the
museum has one of the world’s premier
motorsports and automotive collections.
The museum owns 34 Indianapolis
500-winning cars, ranging from the inaugural 500 winner in 1911 to modern-day
Indy cars. When the track is not in use,
visitors can choose from a variety of track
tours. The most popular is the Kiss the
Bricks tour, a narrated lap around the oval
with a stop at the start/finish line’s famous
“Yard of Bricks.” imsmuseum.org

Photo: Indiana State Museum & Historic Sites

Levi & Catharine
Coffin House
Fountain City

The Federal-style brick home, built
in 1839, is known as the “Grand Central
Station of the Underground Railroad.”
Levi and Catharine Coffin, conductors on
the Underground Railroad, helped more
than 1,000 freedom seekers to safety. After
discovering the history behind the site
at the adjacent interpretive center, take
a guided tour of the home and see the
actual hiding places the Coffins used to
safely shelter freedom seekers. Groups are
asked to book a time and date for tours in
advance. indianamuseum.org

Group experiences

Found Only in SoIN

Photo: Jason Levengood, Visit Indy

Indiana War Memorials

group
ad for custom
Contact Todd Re
or
82
12) 280-80
itineraries at (8
m
.co
IN
So
Todd@Go

Indianapolis

A tried-and-true group tour activity is
an Indiana War Memorials tour. Indianapolis is second only to Washington, D.C., in
the number of war memorials, while Indiana’s capital city dedicates more acreage
to the nation’s fallen than any other city in
the country. The Indiana War Memorial
Plaza Historic District includes a museum;
three parks; four fountains; and 25 acres
of monuments, statues and sculptures in
downtown Indianapolis. in.gov/iwm

Photo: Visit Indy

@GoSoIN

JEFFERSONVILLE

CLARKSVILLE

·

NEW ALBANY

·

STARLIGHT

an immersive exploration

of the life & art

Newfields
Indianapolis

The Indianapolis Museum of Art
and its Newfields campus are must-visit
attractions for groups. With more than
100 acres behind the museum and a large
campus up front that includes indoor
and outdoor gardens, a beer garden and
massive art sculptures, this place is ideal
for large groups to spread out and enjoy.
discovernewfields.org

·

Find more information and tickets at minnetrista.net/bobrossexperience

minnetrista.net

grouptourmagazine.com
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Beasley’s Orchard
Danville

More than 25 varieties of apples are
grown at this Hendricks County agritourism attraction. Groups take a hayride
around the orchard as a guide describes
the family-owned business, a short tour of
the processing area and enjoy a snack. A
Civil War-era barn features a farm market.
Tours can be customized to meet a group’s
needs. The Indiana Horticultural Society
voted Beasley’s cider the “Best Apple Cider
in Indiana.” beasleys-orchard.com

Sisters of Providence of
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods

Schedule a self-guided or guided
group tour and visit the Shrine of Saint
Mother Theodore Guerin, the Church of
the Immaculate Conception, Our Lady of
Lourdes Grotto and more. White Violet
Center for Eco-Justice is a working and
teaching farm that grows organic vegetables, fruit, herbs and berries. In addition
to a flock of chickens, there’s a herd of
alpacas and a farm store. Private alpaca
farm tours can be scheduled for groups of
up to 10 people. spsmw.org
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Oinking Acres Farm
Rescue & Sanctuary

Benjamin Harrison
Presidential Site

Brownsburg

Indianapolis

This nonprofit rescue started by a
high school girl and her mother helps
farm animals, particularly potbellied pigs,
get rehabilitated and hopefully find new
loving homes. They also educate people
about farm animal rescue by providing
tours to meet the residents on their farm.
oinkingacres.org

Madison County
Anderson

Anderson and Madison County offer
everything from interesting local shops to
an unusual roadside attraction to racing
and a casino. The World’s Largest Ball of
Paint, in Alexandria, weighs 2½ tons and
has over 26,000 coats of paint. Harrah’s
Hoosier Park Racing & Casino provides
harness racing, gaming, entertainment and
lodging. visitandersonmadisoncounty.com

The National Historical Landmark
home of the 23rd president of the United
States celebrates Harrison’s legacy. The
1875 Italianate mansion is exquisitely
restored and has an exceptional collection of more than 10,000 artifacts. Tours
include a 75-minute guided tour through
the Harrison house and private quarters.
Currently underway is $6 million Old
Glory, New Vision capital campaign that
will enhance the museum grounds and
make renovations to the home. presidentbenjaminharrison.org

Lincoln Boyhood
National Memorial
Lincoln City

Abraham Lincoln lived 14 years in
frontier Indiana, growing physically and
intellectually. The memorial is a link to
that time of his life. See the five sculptured
panels marking significant periods in
Lincoln’s life, the gravesite of his mother
in the Pioneer Cemetery and the Lincoln
Living Historical Farm. Artifacts and
exhibits in the visitor center museum
portray Lincoln’s life. nps.gov/libo

Lincoln Pioneer Village
and Museum
Rockport

Abraham Lincoln’s history comes alive
in this hidden gem in Spencer County.
Featured are 13 Lincoln-era replica cabins
and a museum full of fascinating items —
such as a hutch made by Lincoln and his
father, a 1598 “Breeches” Bible and a rare
Rocker “Beater” loom. Open from May 1–
Oct. 31. lincolnpioneervillage.com

Santa Claus
attractions
Santa Claus

Santa Claus Museum & Village (with
the huge Santa Claus statue), the Santa
Claus Christmas Store and Santa’s Candy
Castle are popular stops for group tours in
Spencer County. santaclausind.org

Photo: Spencer County Visitors Bureau

See Why
Groups Love

Fort Wayne
Genealogy Research

The Genealogy Center at the Allen County Public Library
is home to the nation’s largest public genealogy
collection! Piece together your family history with
the help of free professional genealogists on staff.

DeBrand Fine Chocolates

Learn the sweet magic behind chocolate making,
and enjoy free samples along the way!

Downtown/Riverfront

With historic buildings, neighborhoods,
attractions, and museums, your group can
explore downtown Fort Wayne by foot,
bus, bike, kayak, or segway!

GroupToursAd22_7.25x4.75.indd 1

Contact Bethany to get started!
VisitFortWayne.com/grouptours
bethany@VisitFortWayne.com
260-424-3700
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Red Skelton
Museum

Vincennes Indiana boasts the Red
Skelton Museum of American
Comedy, which celebrates the life
and legacy of one of America’s
greatest comedians. Swing over
to the Indiana Military Museum
to see Red’s army uniform and
collection of military artifacts.
Visit historic sites, antique
stores, farm markets and more!

800.886.6443
www.VisitVincennes.org

Schimpff’s
Confectionery

LST 325 WWII Landing Ship, Tank

Jeffersonville

Evansville

From the sweet smell of cinnamon
and chocolate to the taste of delectable
handmade candies, Schimpff’s has been a
regional treasure for more than 128 years.
Groups can get a class in candy making
at this family-owned attraction, explore
sweet history in the candy museum and
enjoy the old-fashioned soda fountain
serving malts, milkshakes and more.
schimpffs.com

Derby Dinner
Playhouse
Clarksville

One of the oldest and largest continually operating professional dinner
theaters in the country wows audiences
with Broadway-style performances in the
round. The freshly prepared, homestyle
buffet features classic American cuisine.
Matinee and dinner performances are
available. derbydinner.com
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The “Last of her Class,” the LST 325 is
an authentic World War II warship that
landed on Omaha Beach on D-Day and
went on to serve in the Pacific arena and
the Korean War. It is the last navigable LST
in operation today. Guided tours available.
lstmemorial.org

Joe Huber’s
Family Farm
& Restaurant
Starlight

Spring to fall, Joe Huber’s offers fresh
air and delicious food. Take a hayride to
the U-pick fields and enjoy a down-home
country meal served family style.
joehubers.com

Oliver Winery
Bloomington

Oliver Winery started as a hobby of
Indiana University law professor William
Oliver. Now it’s Indiana’s largest winery,
and it is celebrating its 50th anniversary
in 2022. Contact the winery to set up a
private group event. oliverwinery.com

Bosse Field
Evansville

Azalea Path
Arboretum
& Botanical
Gardens

Currently home to the Evansville
Otters baseball team, Bosse Field opened
in 1915 and was the first municipally
owned sports facility in the United States.
Only Boston’s Fenway Park (1912) and
Chicago’s Wrigley Field (1914) are older
than Bosse Field. Tours share the ballpark’s
history, allow people to stand in the same
areas as baseball legends and to see one of
the filming sites from the 1992 movie A
League of Their Own. evansvilleotters.com

This hidden gem of southwestern
Indiana covers 60 acres and includes more
than 4,000 azaleas, unusual plants and
native Indiana trees. Peak bloom time for
the azaleas is typically mid-April through
the first two weeks of May. Groups of six
or more requesting a guided tour must
make reservations. Motorcoach parking is
available. azaleapatharboretum.org

Columbus
Architecture Tours

Hard Truth
Distilling Co.

Columbus

Columbus is famous for its collection
of modernist buildings and structures.
Columbus Area Visitors Center offers private group tours of architecture highlights
and the Miller House, one of the most
treasured mid-century modern residences
in the United States. Itineraries can be
customized to fit the needs of a group.
columbus.in.us

Hazelton

Nashville

Hard Truth Distilling Co.’s 325-acre
wooded campus features a sweet mash distillery, rackhouse, barrel smokehouse, tour
and tasting center, full-service restaurant,
outdoor stage and walking trails. Available
are tours, classes and immersive activities,
such as the Moonshiner’s Experience and
Single Barrel Experience.
hardtruthdistilling.com
North Christian Church
Photo: Indiana Office of Tourism Development

When in
INDY,
make KVML
a stop along
your tour!
In 2022, we celebrate
Kurt Vonnegut’s 100th
birthday!
Join us for special events like
our Fourth of July celebration,
jazz nights, and more.
Guided group tours are available
with 2 complimentary
admissions for each group!
(Value: $24) For more
information email
info@vonnegutlibrary.org
or call (317) 423-0391.
Plus, virtual programs connect
you to us wherever you are.

543 Indiana Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46202
www.vonnegutlibrary.org

grouptourmagazine.com
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FINGER
LAKES
Find it all in west-central New York
By Mary Bergin
Peaceful, but not sleepy. Unusual attractions, often in pastoral settings. That’s the New York
Finger Lakes region: a mix of scenic
towns, fertile farms and 11 slender
waterways within 14 west-central
counties.
“The Finger Lakes truly has it all —
beautiful landscapes, gorgeous overlooks,
waterfalls, business owners that welcome
you with open arms and so much diversity in what we have to offer,” said Jessica
Robideau Hathaway, marketing and
sales director for Finger Lakes Tourism
Alliance.

Glass, history, food and drink

Glacier movement formed the Finger
Lakes millions of years ago. Agriculture
and tourism sustain it in earthy to highend ways today. Among the best-known
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reasons to visit: The Corning Museum of
Glass, a nonprofit and globally respected
repository for 3,500 years of glassmaking
in art and design. Tours, glassblowing
demos and glassmaking workshops can
be arranged.
“History runs deep,” Hathaway said.
“Seneca Falls is the home of the first
women’s rights convention site. Abolitionist Harriet Tubman has a home and
National Historic Landmark in Auburn.
George Eastman — founder of Kodak —
has his home and a museum dedicated
to the international history of film and
photography. That’s just to name a few.”
Also in the Finger Lakes are at least
100 wineries, many award-winning and
along Seneca Lake or Canandaigua Lake
wine trails. Some use heritage grapes,
such as Vergennes, or the Traminette,
developed in the area.

On the Finger Lakes Beer Trail are
around 75 family-owned stops; brews
frequently are made with hops grown
locally. Red Jacket Orchards, whose
farm store is near Geneva, has produced
ciders and fruit blends in small batches
for more than 50 years.
Nonprofit New York Kitchen spotlights artisan food and drink produced
anywhere in the state; hands-on and
demo cooking classes feature local ingredients. Order flights of wine, beer, spirits
or no-alcohol beverages at the tasting
room. Bring home edible souvenirs.

PHOTO: MARY BERGIN

Y BERGIN

THE CORNING MUSEUM OF GLASS
PHOTO: THE CORNING MUSEUM OF GLASS

Art, ghosts and treats

The setting is lakeside Canandaigua.
Escape to the Gilded Age with a stroll
through 50-acre Sonnenberg Gardens
and Mansion State Historic Park. Look
for historic wooden boathouses at the
city pier and find artists at work.
In nearly every Finger Lakes community is an unusual reason to visit.
Stories of resident ghosts are abundant
at the 1895 Naples Hotel, open for meals
or overnight stays. The 1890s Willard
Memorial Chapel, in Auburn, is rare

because of the unaltered Tiffany interior. Acoustics and architecture at Smith
Opera House, in Geneva, are nationally
recognized as exceptional.
Near Aurora is the home base for
MacKenzie-Childs, designer of upscale
home furnishings — tableware to furniture — both playful and artistic. Tour the
15-room Farmhouse, where new items
blend easily with antiques and motifs.
Also on the rural campus is a visitor
center, artists at work and an outlet shop
of samples, seconds and retired articles.

MACKENZIE-CHILDS FARMHOUSE, AURORA
PHOTO: MARY BERGIN

PHOTO: MARY BERGIN

Near Bloomfield is Wizard of Clay Pottery, a 60-year family enterprise known for
functional, whimsical products. Bristoleaf
is the trademark for items that incorporate
leaves in their pottery making. The setting
for working and shopping is unusual too: a
set of geodesic domes.
Ganondagan, a state historical site of
569 acres in Victor, is dedicated to Native
American history and culture. Near
Farmington is the 1816 Quaker Meetinghouse, a pioneer in promoting equal
rights for all.
With luxurious lodging options come
additional history lessons. Geneva on
the Lake, a European-style hotel, is a
former monastery. Belhurst Castle was
constructed in the 1880s with imported
materials and furnishings. In little Aurora’s National Historic District are five
finely appointed inns.
Tour the area by vehicle or sail along
the shoreline. Among the options: Stivers
Seneca Marine’s seasonal boat tours of
Seneca Lake and the Erie Canal. Afterward, follow the Finger Lakes Sweet Treat
Trail for homemade ice cream, fromscratch bakeries or U-pick fruit orchards.
Add grape pie, too. It is the area’s dessert specialty, especially in Naples, which
bakes around 70,000 per year and whose
annual Grape Festival began in 1961. n
Finger Lakes Tourism Alliance
315-536-7488
fingerlakes.org/groups

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
DISCOVER Check out five Frank Lloyd
Wright-designed sites — including Martin
House in the quaint Parkside neighborhood
and Graycliff Estate on the shores of Lake
Erie. And there’s the Buffalo Filling Station,
designed by Wright in 1927 but not built
until the 21st century. The gas station was
built indoors at The Buffalo Transportation
Pierce-Arrow Museum and went on display
in 2014.
TASTE Visit Buffalo Niagara has
created a trail devoted to Buffalo wings.
The trail curates a baker’s dozen of the finest

1

“

establishments selling wings in the city that
created them.
VIEW Self-guided and guided visits are
available at the Buffalo and Erie County
Botanical Gardens, which celebrated its
120th anniversary in 2020. Reservations are
required for all programs. The botanical
gardens is planning an expansion, which
will include a butterfly conservatory.

2

Groundbreaking is scheduled for this year,
with a completion date of 2023.
The Buffalo AKG Art Museum, formerly

There has never been a
better time to schedule tours
and stopovers into Buffalo.
The city is buzzing with
excitement at Canalside, it
looks great with new murals
popping up all over, and
the food is authentic and
delicious. Plus, Niagara
Falls is less than 30 minutes
away. Your customers will be
surprised and eager to return
for more!

”

the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, is undergoing
a $160-million expansion and is scheduled to

—Leah Mueller, tourism sales
director, Visit Buffalo Niagara

reopen in the fall.
CRUISE On a Buffalo River History Tour
cruise, hear the story of the Erie Canal and
Buffalo’s history as the largest grain port in the
world, while viewing the largest collection of
standing grain elevators in the United States.
DO Learn how to curl. Slide, deliver rocks
and learn the basic rules of curling during
a two-hour session at places like Buffalo
RiverWorks, Canalside and Classic Rink. Three
locations are available, depending on group
size.
ASK
Visit Buffalo Niagara
716-852-0511
visitbuffaloniagara.com

3
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3

Martin House
Buffalo Wing Trail
Buffalo River History Tour
Photos: Visit Buffalo Niagara

BURLINGTON, VERMONT
SHOP Church Street
Marketplace is an award-winning
pedestrian mall in the heart of
downtown Burlington. Within four
architecturally historic blocks, find an
eclectic mix of products, from apparel
to gifts and artwork.
DISCOVER At ECHO, Leahy
Center for Lake Champlain
prepare to be inspired and engaged
in the joy of scientific discovery, the

1

wonder of nature and the care of Lake
Champlain. ECHO stands for Ecology,
Culture, History and Opportunities for
Stewardship. The facility holds more
than 100 interactive exhibits, 70 species
of fish, reptiles and amphibians, and
major changing exhibits.
DO Visit Vermont Teddy Bear
Company to see how the bears are
made — from cutting the fur to
stuffing them with 100% recycled
stuffing.
TOUR See loons and 500 more

3

lifelike woodcarvings of Vermont
birds in typical habitats at the Birds
of Vermont Museum. A carver
demonstration or another activity can
be arranged.
Head to Shelburne Museum,
where art and Americana is spread
across 39 buildings. See paintings of
the great impressionists as well as folk

1
2 2
3
4

ECHO Leahy Center for Lake Champlain
Photo: ECHO Leahy Center for Lake Champlain

Vermont Teddy Bear Co.
Photo: Vermont Teddy Bear Co.

Birds of Vermont Museum
Photo: Birds of Vermont Museum

Ticonderoga, Shelburne Museum
Photo: Shelburne Museum

art, wildfowl decoys and a landlocked
220-foot steamboat, the Ticonderoga.
CRUISE Take a cruise on Lake
Champlain aboard the Spirit of
Ethan Allen. Scenic, lunch, brunch
and nightly themed dinner cruises are
available for groups.
ASK
Vermont Tourism Network
vermonttourismnetwork.com

4
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Find many options at National Harbor
National Harbor, Maryland, offers tour operators
double the fun. The waterfront destination is not
only a great day stop but also can be home base for
tours to nearby Washington, D.C.
The attraction sits on 350 acres with eight hotels,
including Gaylord National Resort & Convention
Center, Westin National Harbor, AC National Harbor and MGM National Harbor.
With more than 160 diverse shops, Tanger
Outlets, 40-plus dining options, casino and water
activities, visitors can spend a full day there.
“We’re also home to Capital Wheel, one of the
area’s top attractions,” said Jackie Saunders, AVP of
marketing at National Harbor.
The 180-foot observation wheel overlooks the
Potomac River with views of the Capitol and Washington Monument. Each of 43 gondolas seats eight
people. Groups can rent as many gondolas as needed.
The Waterfront District offers boutique-like shopping and local brands, while the Tanger Outlets offer
national brands.
“From a dining perspective, we have everything
from fast-casual to white-tablecloth dining,” Saunders said.
“Displays at the beautiful conservatory change
with the seasons,” said Jamie Rice, sales and tour-

ism director at MGM National Harbor. “It’s quite
spectacular.”
Every season offers something, including the
National Cherry Blossom Festival, concerts, and food
and beverage festivals.
“During the holidays we have one of the tallest
Christmas trees in the area with lightings every
night,” Rice said.
Visitors can download an app for a tour of National Harbor’s $23 million public art collection.
Nearby is Oxon Hill Manor, a historic home; Topgolf National Harbor and National Colonial Farm.
“We are known for some of the best sunsets in
the D.C. area,” Saunders said. “We’re one of the only
waterfronts that faces west.”
Potomac River Water Taxi provides access to
Alexandria, Virginia, and to Washington, D.C.
Located 8 miles from Washington, National Harbor is a 15-minute drive from the nation’s capital.
“We’re a great hub-and-spoke tour,” Saunders
said. “We can be their headquarters to travel to Baltimore or investigate D.C. or Old Town Alexandria.” n
National Harbor
877-628-5427
nationalharbor.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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Arnold Arboretum serves as restorative refuge
During the COVID-19 pandemic, even people
with little interest in nature developed a new affinity
for the great outdoors, focusing on places to connect
with nature away from crowds.
A shining example of such a place is Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University. Admission and tours
are free; donations are accepted.
The 281-acre preserve in the heart of Boston,
Massachusetts, has one of the world’s most comprehensive and best documented collections of temperate woody plants.
“The Arnold Arboretum is a unique landscape
that is a partnership between Harvard University and
the City of Boston,” said Sheryl L. White, coordinator
of visitor engagement and exhibitions. “As such, it is
a world-renowned collection of woody plants and
also a free park, open to all.”
Scientists in on-site laboratories and scholars
around the world study the collections, herbarium,
library and archives.
The arboretum is a “jewel in the Emerald Necklace park system designed by Frederick Law Olmsted
(renowned landscape architect),” White said.
“Our plant collections include over 15,000 specimens providing spectacular interest in every season,”
she added.
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The arboretum offers walking tours for 15 to 20
people and tours for small vans/buses with up to 35
passengers (suspended during the pandemic). Officials
hope to restore small van/bus tours in spring 2022.
Experienced docents/guides lead tours covering
arboretum history, mission, research and seasonal
highlights.
“We can also customize tours to special interests, such as lilacs, plants for home gardeners and
fall foliage,” White said. Themed tours cover topics
like women in the arboretum, bonsai matching and
conifers in winter.
Tours are typically 90 minutes, but visitors can see
and explore more on their own.
The arboretum has no on-site parking. However,
the arboretum staff can direct bus drivers to free
locations to park nearby.
“Since our private tours are currently offered
for free, we get many requests and must limit them
according to docent/guided availability,” White said.
She noted that May is extremely popular for tours, so
requests should be made early. n
Arnold Arboretum
617-524-1718
arboretum.harvard.edu/visit

northeast

Gettysburg keeps
group tours engaged
with history

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, one of the most historic
sites in the United States, is also very group-friendly —
making it easy to plan a group tour there.
“We like to pride ourselves on making history
exciting and engaging,” said Carl Whitehill, vice
president of Destination Gettysburg, a destination
marketing organization for Adams County, Pennsylvania. “Even with our groups, we try to keep people
interactive and engaged with living history.”
Some visitors are “not really sure what happened in
Gettysburg,” Whitehill said. He suggested tours start
at the museum and visitor center. “That really puts
everything into perspective for people so when they
venture onto the battlefield, they have a pretty good
understanding of the importance of what happened
here.”
Destination Gettysburg offers a variety of services
to operators planning tours of the area, including the
famed Gettysburg National Military Park where the
battle that was a turning point in the Civil War was
fought.
The battlefield, Gettysburg’s main draw, is 6,000
acres with some 1,300 monuments and markers. “It’s
one of the largest collections of outdoor sculpture in
the world,” Whitehill said.
Licensed guides work with groups to navigate the
battlefield and highlight areas of importance — not
just important to history but important to the group
itself, Whitehill said.
For an Ohio group, for example, the guide points
out where regiments from Ohio fought. “It makes it
more personal and engaging,” he said.
Guides can also accompany groups on Segway and
bike tours.
“Many people don’t realize there’s more to see in
Gettysburg than the national battlefield,” Whitehill
said. Destination Gettysburg also represents about a
dozen museums focusing on different niches of the
war, including a Civil War hospital and one focusing
on how civilians fared during the battle.
Long-standing relationships with vendors enable
Destination Gettysburg to help plan all facets of group
tours — from finding a last-minute lunch stop to an
entire visit.
Whitehill encourages visits beyond the battlefield
to see the countryside and historic downtown. “There’s
so much history and unique shopping in our downtown,” he said. n
Destination Gettysburg
717-338-1050
destinationgettysburg.com/grouptours

PHOTOS: DESTINATION GETTYSBURG
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DELAWARE’S
QUAINT VILLAGES

1

“

Just like our firsttimers, our returning
groups continue to
discover new attractions
and dining every time
they plan a new trip. Our
diversity of options keeps
them coming back.

DISCOVER History buffs love
the variety of museums in Dover
and Kent County. Johnson Victrola
Museum in Dover presents the life
Johnson, a pioneer in the soundrecording industry and co-founder of
the Victor Talking Machine Company.
Air Mobility Command Museum,

1
2

”

2

and achievements of Eldridge Reeves

—John Doerfler,
group sales manager,
Delaware’s Quaint Villages

The Village of Smyrna
Dover International Speedway
Photos: Delaware’s Quaint Villages

also in Dover, is the world’s only
museum dedicated to airlift and air
refueling history. Other must-see

SHOP Each of Delaware’s Quaint

TOUR Tour the “Monster,” aka

museums include Bowers Beach

Villages has something unique to

Dover International Speedway.

Maritime Museum in Frederica, John

offer visitors. Find quirky collectibles,

With its 24-degree turns, slick

Dickinson Plantation in Dover and

antiques or Delaware-made gifts.

concrete surface and reputation for

The Old State House in Dover.
RECHARGE Sit down to delicious

Spence’s Bazaar & Flea Market

tough treatment on drivers and race

in Dover offers everything from

cars, the speedway more than lives up

fresh produce to vintage items and

to its “Monster Mile” nickname. Tours

seafood, farm-to-table cooking and

collectables. Many greenhouses and

typically last about 90 minutes.

locally made Amish meals. Don’t

shops can be found in the Amish

forget about the regional breweries,

countryside west of Dover. Stop

ASK

wineries and distilleries located

at Rose Valley Furniture, Byler’s

Delaware’s Quaint Villages

throughout Delaware’s Quaint Villages

Country Market and Yoder’s

302-734-4888, ext. 103

for a locally brewed drink.

Greenhouse.

visitdelawarevillages.com
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Amish Tour
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4-Star Hotels
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Sight & Sound Theatre “Dancing Dream” ABBA Tribute Band
Dinner in an Amish Home
October 25-27, 2022
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Log Cabin in Holyoke, MA
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Journey to Gilded Age at Newport Mansions
Visitors to The Breakers and the Newport Mansions get a peek into the life of leisure the wealthy
lived in Newport, Rhode Island, during the Gilded
Age.
During this time of rapid economic growth —
from 1870 to about 1900 — the wealthy class built
huge mansions or “summer cottages” in Newport
where they spent the summer to escape the heat of
New York City.
Today The Preservation Society of Newport
County owns 10 mansions, which visitors can tour,
including four from the Gilded Age.
“The Breakers by far is the largest and most
ornate of the four,” said Barbara Shea, marketing
and creative services manager. “It’s the most popular
destination in Rhode Island.” Other Gilded Age mansions are Marble House, The Elms and Rosecliff.
The mansions are “stunning examples of American architecture, interior design and landscape from
the Gilded Age,” Shea said.
Richard Morris Hunt designed The Breakers and
Marble House, and landscape architect Frederick
Law Olmsted designed the gardens.
“The homes and gardens are a wonderful snapshot of life during the Gilded Age,” Shea said.
Pre-COVID-19, tours were done with headsets. Now tours have moved to an app accessible by
smartphone.
“What’s great about the self-guided audio tour is
you can spend anywhere from 30 minutes to two and
a half hours or as much time as you like,” Shea said.
With COVID-19 restrictions in place for the
holidays in 2020, the society created Sparkling Lights
at the Breakers.
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GOLD ROOM,
MARBLE HOUSE

PHOTO: GAVIN ASHWORTH

“The grounds are lit up with thousands of sparkling lights, and people wander the historic path and
enjoy the outdoors,” Shea said. “It was a huge success.” The society plans to make the event an annual
occurrence.
The mansions closed during the height of the
COVID-19 pandemic and reopened cautiously and
slowly in 2021. Plans are for five mansions to be
opened in the summer of 2022.
Free motorcoach parking is available at all the
properties. The bus driver and group tour leader
receive complimentary tickets.
Dan Fryer is the group tour manager for The
Preservation Society of Newport County. n
The Preservation Society of Newport County
401-847-2251
newportmansions.org

THE BREAKERS
February 2022

PHOTO: HAWK VISUALS, LLC
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Walk, run and ride
on world’s longest
elevated pedestrian bridge

PHOTO: FRED SCHAEFFER

It’s hard to beat views of the Hudson
River Valley from 212 feet above on the
Walkway Over the Hudson — a 1.28-mile
elevated pedestrian bridge and longest of
its kind to ever exist.
The Walkway, which connects the
Town of Lloyd and the City of Poughkeepsie, boasts 360 degrees of unobstructed
views of the Catskills, Hudson Highlands
and the iconic Hudson River. Visitors can
opt for a volunteer-guided tour or self-led
excursion by foot, bike or tram.
“The Walkway Over the Hudson
provides a unique vantage point of the
Hudson River Valley that you just can’t
get anywhere else,” said Maria DiSalvo,
marketing and communications manager
for the Walkway Over the Hudson. “No
matter if groups are traveling here during
peak foliage season to see the beautiful
colors, visiting for a moonlit experience
at our Walkway at Night event or making
the stop as a destination on a longer trip
— it’s always a great time.”
Once known as Poughkeepsie-Highland Railroad Bridge, the industrial feat
of its time opened in 1889 for freight
trains carrying raw goods throughout
the region, and later welcomed passenger
trains traveling between Boston, New
York, Harrisburg, Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington. However, the last train
to cross the bridge was May 8, 1974, after
a fire destroyed the tracks and the bridge
was no longer operational.
The bridge was eventually rebuilt

during the ’90s and re-opened in 2009
under its new name. Today it operates
with help from a dedicated group of
volunteers in collaboration with Walkway
Over the Hudson State Historic Park.
More than 600,000 visitors enjoy the
walkway annually.
“In addition to free tours, our volunteers operate an all-electric tram, which
can be reserved in advance for larger
groups,” DiSalvo added. “The tram is free
and runs on the weekends, helping make
the walkway more accessible to all visitors. It can also be reserved, in advance,
for special occasions. We are also happy
to facilitate a ride on the tram to get them
back to where they started.”
Tours are led by trained Walkway
Ambassadors knowledgeable about the
walkway’s construction, history and the
surrounding natural areas. A 21-story
glass elevator (entrance at Upper Landing
Park) and a wheelchair and stroller-friendly entrance ramp on both ends
of the bridge offer additional accessibility.
The Walkway Over the Hudson is free
to all visitors, opens daily at 7 a.m., and is
open until sunset.
Advanced reservations are required
for groups larger than 10, and planners
can call the group sales team to schedule
a tour. n
Walkway Over the Hudson
845-454-9649
walkway.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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DOLLY PARTON STATUE
PHOTO: SEVIERVILLE CVB

SEVIERVILLE
Wander among East Tennessee’s wonders
By David Hoekman
I had just started walking down a
trail in Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and I was already feeling
less stressed. The park’s fresh
air, masses of trees and bubbling
streams formed the perfect antidote
to pandemic craziness.
As I walked, I recalled when I had
turned off the interstate and into Sevierville, Tennessee, and first spotted the
Great Smoky Mountains in the distance.
“Your Smokies Start Here” — the tagline
for the Sevierville Convention & Visitors
Bureau — rings true.
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Close to the national park and with
many shopping, dining and activity
options, Sevierville serves as an excellent base for group tours exploring the
Smokies.
“Sevierville and Great Smoky Mountain area have been welcoming groups for
many years, and we continue to provide
valuable assistance to tour operators and
planners alike,” said Tony Funderburg,
director of sales & advertising for the
Sevierville CVB. “Suggested itineraries,
images and group planning assistance are
all a part of what we offer.”

The great outdoors

Great Smoky Mountains National
Park, America’s most visited national park,
is known for the diversity of the plants
and animals (30 species of salamanders,
for example) within its 522,427 acres.
I stopped at the Sugarlands Visitor
Center to get oriented. More than 800
miles of maintained trails make the park
a hiker’s paradise. After taking the trail to
Cataract Falls. I walked down a portion
of the Gatlinburg Trail, which follows the
West Prong of the Little Pigeon River.
A few miles from the visitor center is
the trailhead to Laurel Falls. The 1.3-mile

TATUE

B

hike to the 80-foot waterfall is probably
the park’s most popular hike. This trail is
the longest of the park’s four paved trails.
Back in Sevierville, don’t forget about
walks on the Sevierville Greenway and
Trail system, which loops through many
of the city’s scenic areas.
Feeling adventurous? Check out one of
the zip line companies in the area. Horseback riding and rafting are other options.
Travel east of Sevierville to experience
the underground beauty of Forbidden
Caverns on an hourlong walking tour.
The natural limestone cavern is full of
interesting formations and a clear stream.
From the early 1920s until 1943, the cave
was used to make moonshine. Zach, our
guide, noted that if you feel a drop of water during the tour, you’ve received a cave
kiss, and it’s a sign of good luck.

Sample a variety of more than 30
flavors, such as Moon Pie Banana Cream,
the award-winning Apple Pie, Choco Moo
Shine, Jalapeño Cornbread and Straight
Off the Still.
The Tennessee Museum of Aviation
features a collection of airworthy warbirds
and aviation memorabilia. Jerry Hixson,
a volunteer guide who served in the U.S.
Army as a helicopter mechanic, showed
me around the exhibit gallery and the
giant hangar full of aircraft. Guided tours
are available with a three-week notice.
Rainforest Adventures Discovery Zoo
features over 600 live animals representing
about 120 species from the rainforests of
the world. Owner Bill Lucey said he hopes
guests get a sense of the world’s biodiversity and are motivated to help protect living
natural treasures.

Downtown Sevierville

Shopping

The bronze Dolly Parton statue on the
grounds of the Sevier County Courthouse
is the perfect spot for a group photo.
Parton, a singer, songwriter, actress, businessperson and philanthropist, considers
Sevierville her hometown. In fact, Dolly
performed her first paying gig at The
Pines Theatre in Sevierville.
A walking tour of historic downtown
Sevierville encompasses 40 points of
interest — from jail bar grates to notable
homes. See renovated buildings, the redone streetscape and two new murals.

From shine to lemurs

Illegally distilled liquor — moonshine
— has been part of the Smokies ever since
the first cornfield was planted. Now that
making moonshine is legal in Tennessee
(in a licensed distillery), the beverage has
caught on in a big way. Tennessee Shine
Co., Sevierville’s newest distillery, offers
a moonshine tour and a nifty interactive
museum in addition to tastings.
“I think the popularity of moonshine is
that it used to be illegal and now it’s legal,”
said Melissa McCandless, manager of Tennessee Shine Co.’s Sevierville operation.
She noted the family-operated and locally
owned business distills its products in
small batches. “I see the grain come in and
leave as alcohol,” she said.

“Shopportunities” are abundant in
Sevierville. Tanger Outlets presents over
100 high-end outlets. Special services
include a meet and greet and free coupon
books for groups of 15 or more traveling
together with a 24-hour notice.
At Smoky Mountains Knife Works,
108,000 square feet is packed with products — from kitchenware to fossils and
from samurai swords to home accessories.
And, of course, knives of every size and
design imaginable. Check out the huge
sword in the stone display.
Anchored by the Apple Barn and
Cider Mill, Apple Barn Village offers a
variety of apple- and food-related shops.
Browse the general store (originally a
real cattle barn), creamery, winery, hard
cider house, candy factory, and a candle
and Christmas shop. Enjoy a fried apple
pie and a glass of cider. Taste the hard
cider and wine. Plus, there are two very
group-friendly restaurants: Applewood
Farmhouse Restaurant and Applewood
Farmhouse Grill. n

CATARACT FALLS,
GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS
NATIONAL PARK
PHOTO: GTM/DAVID HOEKMAN

MOONSHINE MUSEUM,
TENNESSEE SHINE CO.
PHOTO: GTM/DAVID HOEKMAN

Sevierville Convention
& Visitors Bureau
865-453-6411
visitsevierville.com
SMOKY MOUNTAIN
KNIFE WORKS

PHOTO: GTM/DAVID HOEKMAN

FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY
TASTE Bourbon is big, especially
in Kentucky, and distilleries in the
Frankfort area offer tours and tastings.
Buffalo Trace Distillery, a National
Historic Landmark, is on the banks of
the Kentucky River. Check out Castle
& Key Distillery, located in a restored
distillery that was left abandoned
due to Prohibition, or Glenns Creek
Distilling, which offers a variety of
visitor experiences. Three Boys Farm
Distillery is a small craft distillery on a
122-acre farm in Graefenburg.

“

TOUR The Kentucky State

1

Your group will love
Frankfort! We offer
exceptional experiences
and are a great place
for groups to stay while
they explore the central
Kentucky area.

Capitol, dedicated in 1910, features
elegant interiors. On the Capitol
Grounds, be sure to see the floral
clock, planted seasonally with more
than 10,000 plants and perfect for a
group photo.
Capital City Museum, extensively
renovated in 2021, presents the

2

big story of Kentucky’s small-town
capital city. Across the street from

”

—Robin Antenucci,
executive director, Frankfort
Tourist Commission

the museum is the Thomas D. Clark
Center for Kentucky History. The
Frankfort Public Art Tour provides
a deeper look at the city’s historic
architecture, stained-glass windows,
murals and statues.
Rebecca Ruth Candy Tours
shares the story of Ruth Hanly Booe,
the “Mother of Bourbon Balls,” and the
company she founded with Rebecca
Gooch in 1919.
CRUISE Small groups
can experience the Kentucky
BourbonTrail® by boat with Kentucky

1
2
3

Buffalo Trace Distillery
Photo: Buffalo Trace Distillery

Floral clock, Kentucky State Capitol
Photo: Visit Frankfort

3

Kentucky State Capitol
Photo: GTM/David Hoekman

River Tours. Discover the Kentucky
River’s influence on the history of
bourbon and why early whiskey

RIDE The Frankfort Trolley

ASK

distillers cherished the river and

offers complimentary narrated

Visit Frankfort

decided to build their fortunes on its

transportation from April 1 through

502-875-8687

banks.

Sept. 30.

visitfrankfort.com
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Savannah Riverboat Cruises
continues tradition of
Southern hospitality
Three-hundred and sixty-four days a
year, tour groups in Savannah, Georgia,
can dine and learn about the city’s history
on a cruise with Savannah Riverboat
Cruises.
Savannah Riverboat Cruises relies
on two traditionally red-, white- and
blue-decorated riverboats, the Georgia
Queen, which can hold 1,000 passengers,
and Savannah River Queen, which can
hold 600. The latter is often booked for
private parties. The ships are run like
restaurants, with full kitchens and dining

options for lunch, brunch and dinner
featuring Southern favorites like fried
chicken and shrimp and grits.
The experienced Captain Jonathan
H. Claughton began Savannah Riverboat
Cruises in 1991 to provide the city with
a dinner cruise, though now there are
more tour options. A passenger favorite is
the Monday Night Gospel Cruise, which
has featured the same choir for 25 years.
There are also narrated tours such as
the Narrated Harbor Sightseeing Cruise
and the Narrated Harbor Luncheon

PHOTO: SAVANNAH RIVERBOAT CRUISES

EXPERIENCE A WORLD-CLASS
PERFORMANCE AT AMERICA’S
ONLY NATIONAL PARK FOR THE
PERFORMING ARTS.
JUST 15 MILES FROM DC IN VIENNA, VA

BOOK YOUR GROUP TODAY | WOLFTRAP.ORG/GROUPS
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Cruise. Other tours include the Dinner
and Entertainment Cruise, the Sunset
Cruise, the Sunday Brunch Cruise and
holiday-themed cruises, such as the New
Year’s Eve party.
During narrated tours, the captain
shares “intriguing tales and historic facts”
about the port and the ships that travel
through it. Regardless of the passengers’
chosen tour experience, the crew’s mission is to be excellent hosts.
“I hope when they get on board they
feel the hospitality and kindness [and]
that when they get off the boat, they feel
they experienced fine hospitality,” said
Rachel Buck, marketing coordinator.
“We hope our guests experience the
quintessential Southern experience while
cruising with us.”
While the tours have different lengths
ranging from 90 minutes to three hours,
Buck recommended tour groups that
want to explore the city plan a full day
and pair their boat cruise with a trol-

PHOTO: SAVANNAH RIVERBOAT CRUISES

ley ride. Savannah Riverboat Cruises
partners with the local companies Old
Savannah Tours, Old Town Trolley and
Gray Line/Kelly Tours.
The boarding ramps and main decks
of each vessel are accessible by wheelchairs. The Georgia Queen has an elevator

and accessible restrooms, while the
Savannah River Queen does not. n
Savannah Riverboat Cruises
912-232-6404
savannahriverboat.com/groups

BRING YOUR GROUP ABOARD

the Grandest Entertainment Ship!
☸ Narrated Harbor Sightseeing Cruise ☸ Dinner Entertainment Cruise
☸ Narrated Harbor Luncheon Cruise ☸ Monday Gospel Dinner Cruise
☸ Sunday Brunch Cruise
☸ Sunset Cruise
ADD A UNIQUE TOUCH TO YOUR GROUP’S TOUR WITH
A PRIVATE CHEF’S DEMO

Catering to tour groups for 30 years — we are the Savannah experts!
For more details please contact our group sales department,

912.232.6404 or at www.savannahriverboat.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI
DISCOVER The Missouri State
Capitol building offers tours, which
are currently limited to 10 people per
tour. Reservations must be made at
least 24 hours in advance.
The Missouri State Penitentiary
was decommissioned in 2004. History
and paranormal tours reveal the
prison’s grisly past. Groups of 25 or
more can book a private tour.
TOUR Jefferson City Museum
of Modern Art aims to inspire
creativity, imagination and a lifelong
connection with the arts. Free guided
group tours and presentations are

“

available by appointment.
The Missouri Governor’s Mansion

1

Jefferson City is the
only city with a capitol
and decommissioned
penitentiary right along
the Missouri River.
Boasting history at every
turn, Missouri’s capital city
is both ideal and ready for
group travelers!

is open for small group tours (no more
than 30 per group) to allow for social
distancing. Other interesting stops
include the Museum of Missouri
Military History and the Colonel
Alvin R. Lubker Memorial Safety &
Education Center (aka the Highway

”

Patrol Museum).
EAT Stop at Central Dairy for

—Alexandra Bobbitt,
communications/film manager,
Jefferson City Convention &
Visitors Bureau

legendary ice cream treats. The ice
cream parlor offers a variety of ice
cream flavors in a cone or a dish,
malts, shakes, sundaes and ice cream
sodas. Root beer float, anyone?
DO Head to Katy Trail State
Park, the longest developed railtrail in the United States. The trail
is for walkers and bicyclists (and

2

equestrians in some select segments)
and offers recreation, scenic beauty

ASK

and an avenue to discover the past.

Jefferson City

The park is built on the former corridor

Convention & Visitors Bureau

of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad

573-632-2820

(M-K-T or Katy).

visitjeffersoncity.com

1
2
3

3
Missouri State Penitentiary
Photo: Michael Schlueter

Katy Trail
Photo: Tyler Beck

Museum of Missouri Military History
Photo: Tyler Beck
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Explore the many sides of Pulaski County
Located in the heart of Missouri’s
Ozark Mountains and bisected by 33
miles of the original Route 66, Pulaski
County, Missouri, exemplifies Americana
and is a popular group destination.
Midway between St. Louis and Joplin
on Interstate 44, Pulaski County’s major
attractions include Route 66 stops, the
museums of Waynesville, outdoor activities such as float tours, a Trail of Tears
Memorial and Fort Leonard Wood.
The county is also home to more than
1,700 hotel rooms and over 120 places to
eat, many of them at I-44’s easy on and
off exits 161 and 163, said Beth Wiles,
executive director of the Pulaski County
Tourism Bureau.
“Route 66 is a large draw for motorcoaches traveling a small segment, or
the entire route,” Wiles said. “One classic
roadside stop is Uranus, Missouri. It’s a

selfie mecca with all kinds of huge dinosaurs, a giant chicken, a famous fudge
factory and a huge general store.”
Waynesville has several attractions,
including The Trail of Tears Memorial
& Interpretive Walking Trail, a 1-mile
paved path with storyboards depicting
life of the Cherokee Nation during the
tragic journey of 1838–39. Adjacent to
the Roubidoux River, the Trail of Tears
Park also has a spring and underwater
limestone cave that lures scuba divers
from around the world, Wiles said. The
Old Stagecoach Stop, built as a hotel
before the Civil War, and now open to
the public for tours, is in downtown
Waynesville, as is the old Pulaski County
Courthouse. The courthouse is right on
Route 66 and has military exhibits and a
beautiful original courtroom.
Wiles also works with groups on float

trips in tandem with nine outfitters in
the county. The Big Piney and Gasconade
rivers provide great scenery and long
relaxing rides, she said.
Fort Leonard Wood, a thriving Army
installation in the county, trains nearly
80,000 military personnel and civilians
each year and sometimes opens for public activities and tours.
Pulaski County has welcomed tour
groups from churches, parks and recreation trips, writers’ organizations, cycling
clubs and more, Wiles said. “We love
to work with groups on overnights and
connect them with speakers, restaurants
and catering,” she said. n
Pulaski County Tourism Bureau
877-858-8687
visitpulaskicounty.org/
groups-reunions

DEVILS ELBOW, MO

MAKE PULASKI COUNTY A PART OF YOUR MO TOUR!
The road across Central Missouri is long but beautiful — why not pull over

in Pulaski County? From tributes to Native American and military history to
antiques, cheeky fun, and tasty treats, the attractions of Pulaski County are
perfectly suited for any group outing. But this isn’t just a place to stop and

pulaski
county

70
44

refuel — with so many trails to hike, rivers to float, and culture to explore,
you’re going to want to make this an overnight stay. Let us help you plan your
group tour today. Get started at visitpulaskicounty.org/groups-reunions.

grouptourmagazine.com
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National Museum of the United States Army
honors American soldiers
Administrators of the National Museum of the United States Army are excited
to welcome visitors back after a post-pandemic re-opening in October 2021.
The spectacular gleaming museum, designed by famed architecture
firm Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, had
previously opened its doors for the first
time on Veterans Day 2020. Occupying
185,000 square feet on 84 acres at the
Fort Belvoir army base in Fairfax County,
Virginia, the museum is located about 20
miles south of Washington, D.C.
“Some of the groups we’ve seen so far
have been veteran groups, but we are also
seeing students, church groups and lots
of active military,” said Pauline Bonilla,
director of visitor engagement, programs
and group sales. Bonilla can arrange for
docent-led tours and so far has hosted
groups as large as 155 people.
Visits to the museum most often
last between two and three hours, and
the facility offers motorcoach parking.

While admission is free, timed entry
tickets need to be reserved before visits.
Along with its thousands of documents,
artifacts and photographs, the museum is
also adjacent to park-like gardens and a
parade ground for ceremonies, reunions
and other events.
“For me, one of the most spectacular
exhibits inside is ‘Global War: 1919–
1945,’ which portrays the Army’s role in
the Allied victory during World War II,”
Bonilla said. The exhibit examines the
European and Pacific Theaters, technology, the Army’s air war and development
of the atomic bomb. Artifacts include an
actual M4 Sherman “Cobra King” Tank
and a Landing Craft, Vehicle, Personnel
(LCVP), also known as a “Higgins Boat,”
crucial to the D-Day landings at Normandy beach.
Another of Bonilla’s favorite exhibits
is “Soldier’s Profiles,” near the entrance.
A single solider is depicted on each of a
series of pylons, arranged in formation,
and each features an etched portrait and
a personal account from many different
historical periods.
Other exhibits commemorate the
Revolutionary and Civil wars, the Cold
War, the 9/11 attacks, and many other
topics and eras.
The dramatic museum building itself
has a stainless-steel skin that reflects differently, depending on varying weather
conditions, and is designed to reflect the
principles of the United States Army,
Bonilla said.
Located just 3 miles from George
Washington’s Mount Vernon estate, the
museum is also only a half hour’s drive
from Washington, D.C., and its many
tour-friendly attractions. n
National Museum of the
United States Army
703-217-7946
armyhistory.org/group-ticketing

PHOTOS: UNITED STATES ARMY
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Witness History

in the Making

Centrally located in North Carolina, Winston-Salem is easy to get
to and even easier to navigate. Enjoy touring our vibrant nightlife,
historical museums, heirloom gardens, a Moravian Culinary Trail, art,
culture, shopping, and more—all within a walkable city center. And
with 5,000 hotel rooms—including 1,200 downtown—our city welcomes
groups of all sizes. Come see why we were voted as one of Forbes’
“Top 10 Best Downtowns!”
SIP & SAVOR

TOUR

DISCOVER

Yadkin Valley Wineries

Historic Homes & Gardens

Moravian Culinary Trail

For Details and Group Itineraries, Contact:
Kay Calzolari, CTIS

Kay@VisitWinstonSalem.com

336.728.4237

TUPELO, MISSISSIPPI
EXPLORE Elvis Presley, the king
of rock ’n’ roll, was born in a modest
two-room house in Tupelo in 1935. The
Elvis Presley Birthplace preserves
the restored house as well as Elvis’
childhood church, statues, a museum
and a park.
Stop at Tupelo Hardware
Company on West Main Street. The
store was where Gladys, Elvis’ mother,
purchased his first guitar when he
was 11 years old.
VIEW Tupelo Buffalo Park &
Zoo is the home of more than 250
animals. A guided tour takes guests

1

“

out to see buffalo, zebra, yak and other
animals.

Tupelo is an upbeat,
happy city where groups
will experience the same
contagious optimism
that enabled Elvis to
dream big. We consider
it a privilege to welcome
groups to the city where
anything is possible.

DISCOVER Go to Brice’s
Crossroads National Battlefield
near Baldwyn. The Brice’s Crossroads
Visitors and Interpretive Center in
Baldwyn has an interpretive exhibit
with Civil War artifacts, a battlefield

”

diorama and interactive exhibits.
The Battle of Tupelo, the last

—Jan Pannell,
sales manager–group tour,
Tupelo Convention and
Visitors Bureau

major engagement of the Civil War
in Mississippi, is commemorated in a
park in Tupelo.

2

TASTE Queen’s Reward
Meadery, Mississippi’s first and only
meadery, offers tours and tastings in
its unique tasting room in Tupelo. This
makes a great group outing. Queen’s
Reward is a small-batch meadery that
produces a wide variety of meads
from traditional dry and sweet to fruitflavored meads. All the honey used
comes from Mississippi beekeepers.
ASK
Tupelo Convention

3

and Visitors Bureau
662-841-6521
tupelo.net

1

Elvis Presley Birthplace

2

Tupelo Buffalo Park

3

Tupelo Hardware Company

Photos: Tupelo CVB
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ACTUALLY,
YOU CAN PLEASE ALL THE
PEOPLE ALL THE TIME.

Inspire miles of smiles for your tour group with hundreds of unique attractions conveniently
located in one beautiful mountain town. Stunning views, shows, Dollywood, down-home
cooking, arts, crafts and much more make us a destination to remember.

PigeonForgeTours.com

1-80 0 -285 -7557

Be the first to see breathtaking artwork on the lasting impacts of the Great Migration
created for this exhibition by 12 acclaimed contemporary artists!
A Movement in Every Direction: Legacies of the Great Migration is co-organized by MMA and BMA with support provided
by the Ford Foundation, Henry Luce Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, and the Andy Warhol Foundation for
the Visual Arts. Its presentation in Jackson, Mississippi, is sponsored by the Robert M. Hearin Support
Foundation, W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Lucy and John Shackelford Fund of the Community Foundation
for Mississippi, Trustmark National Bank, Mississippi Humanities Council, the Ramey Agency, and

April 9 through September 11, 2022 at the Mississippi Museum of Art

MSMUSEUMART.ORG

grouptourmagazine.com
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Sylvan Heights breaks down barriers
to learning about exotic birds
Sylvan Heights Bird Park offers the park stroll of
a lifetime for avid bird watchers and school children
alike. With no barriers between birds and visitors,
the birds may even walk up to check out visitors’
shoes.
Groups visiting the park in Scotland Neck, North
Carolina, have the opportunity to walk paved path-
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ways through the 18-acre bird sanctuary, identifying
bird species from six continents. What began as a
couple’s endeavor to breed endangered waterfowl
from around the world has grown into an internationally recognized breeding center and bird park,
respectively.
Founders Ali and Mike Lubbock began their
waterfowl breeding mission in 1981 after moving
to the United States from England and moved their
operation to Scotland Neck in 1989 when they established the Sylvan Heights Avian Breeding Center.
The center is the world’s biggest collection of rare and
exotic waterfowl with over 3,000 birds of 140 species
and is vital to maintaining captive populations of
certain species. The bird park opened in 2006 for the
public to enjoy and learn about the birds without
interfering with the vital breeding programs in the
Breeding Center.
“We hope visitors come away with a new appreciation for birds. We hear people say, ‘Wow, I
never knew there were this many birds,’” said Katie

southeast

Lubbock, media and communications
coordinator. “We want guests to understand why birds and their habitats are
worth saving.”
The tour default is self-guided,
allowing visitors to take as much time as
they need to view the different aviaries,
though Lubbock recommended at least
two hours and more for larger groups,
such as school field trips. There is no
limit on group size. Guided tours are an
option as well by appointment and go
further in depth about the park’s history and mission. For photographers or
photography groups, there is a special
opportunity to tour the park an hour
before it opens.
Lubbock said the Landing Zone is a
visitor favorite, as there is the option to
handfeed flamingos, experience parakeets landing on hats and is generally the
most interactive exhibit, popular with all
age groups.
In addition to the paved pathways,

there are golf carts on-site for accessibility. For dining, visitors have the option
to eat on-site with a packed picnic; local
delivery, which Lubbock said is common
for nearby restaurants; or lunch at the
park’s cafe. n
Sylvan Heights Bird Park
252-826-3186
shwpark.com

OPEN DAILY
8 AM - 5 PM
I-10 to Exit 15A

20 miles SW of Mobile, Alabama

GROUP TOUR OFFICE
251.459.8986

bellingrath.org | 251.973.2217
12401 Bellingrath Gardens Road
Theodore, AL 36582
grouptourmagazine.com
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PHOTO: THE HANK WILLIAMS MUSEUM

The Hank Williams Museum shares
life and legacy of a music legend
Hank Williams is an American music icon,
recording 225 songs in just over five years. Thirty-five
singles reached the top 10 of the Billboard country and
western charts. Eleven songs played at the No. 1 spot.
With hits like “Hey, Good Lookin’” and “Cold,
Cold Heart,” Williams’ songbook popularized America’s country sound. Rising in stardom as rock ’n’ roll
took hold, Williams’ influence is profound.
The Hank Williams Museum celebrates the life,
artistry and enduring legacy of this music legend.
Nestled in historic downtown Montgomery, Alabama,
the museum is one of the top tourist attractions in the
capital city and a destination for music lovers.
The Hank Williams Museum boasts the most
complete collection of his memorabilia.
“The museum includes 35 showcases of artifacts
and memorabilia,” said Beth Petty, museum director.
“Visitors find the most interesting piece to be the
1952 baby blue Cadillac where Williams died at age
29. Some folks come just to see that.”
The museum is a shrine to Williams — with artifacts
ranging from original songbooks, posters for concerts,
and photographs to guitars, clothing and artwork. In-
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terpretive signage helps visitors understand the impact
Williams made during his short music career.
Williams’ songs can be heard playing throughout
the gallery.
“It isn’t uncommon to see folks dancing between
the display cases,” Petty said. “Many enjoy hearing the
classics, like his 11 No. 1 hits, but we’ll also get guests
who request to hear more of his lesser-known songs.”
A gift shop on-site has a variety of books, clothing, music and posters available for purchase.
Just a mile away, visitors can extend the experience by visiting the Hank Williams gravesite. When
Williams died, his funeral was the largest held in the
South, and he is celebrated in song and service every
New Year’s Day.
“To understand how Hank Williams changed
American music, all you have to do is listen.” Petty
said. Of course, a visit to the museum will also help
to tell that story. n
The Hank Williams Museum
334-262-3600
thehankwilliamsmuseum.net

The

WILDHORSE SALOON
THE NASHVILLE EXPERIENCE

BOOK YOUR NEXT EVENT WITH US!
• 3 FLOORS • 66,000 SQ FT •
• LARGEST DANCE FLOOR IN NASHVILLE •

GROUP MENUS

L I V E E N T E R TA I N M E N T

Located on historic 2nd Avenue
in the heart of downtown.

NOW O P E N
Originally constructed in 1875, one fourteen at the
Wildhorse offers over 11,000 sq. ft. of flexible
meeting and event space. Featuring original
exposed brick, hardwood floors, private board
room, a giant skylight on the third floor, nostalgic
decor and incredible views of the Cumberland
River, one fourteen at the Wildhorse is the perfect
venue for your retreat, reception or special event.

L I N E DA N C I N G

Group booking ensures no waiting in line, no cover
charge, private reserved seating and dedicated
servers. A minimum of 20 people required for
a group booking. Advanced reservations
required, based on availability.

INFO & BOOKING: NATALIE VINCENT
natalie.vincent@wildhorsesaloon.com

For more information, visit
onefourteenwildhorse.com

wildhorsesaloon.com
120 2nd Ave N, Nashville, TN 37201

ST. LANDRY PARISH,
LOUISIANA

SEE St. Landry Parish Visitor Center in Opelousas,
known as the Zydeco Music Capital of the World, provides
an orientation to the parish. On-site is the Amédé Ardoin
Commemorative, a carved steel statue honoring one of the
earliest French-speaking Creole musicians to commercially
record his songs.
EXPLORE Le Vieux Village Heritage Park is a
collection of exhibits, including the Zydeco Music Exhibit,

1

museums, such as the Louisiana Orphan Train Museum,

“

and some of the parish’s oldest structures.

We say St. Landry
Parish is ‘Gumbo for your
Soul’ for many reasons.
Our boudin will soothe
you. Our zydeco will
move you. Our Creole
will embrace you. Our
faith will bless you. Just
like it’s sustained us for
generations. Bienvenue
(Welcome).

DISCOVER Visit the site of the only documented and
Vatican-recognized miracle in the United States in which
an apparition appeared and the second-oldest school
in the U.S. west of the Mississippi, The Academy of the
Sacred Heart at Grand Coteau. On a tour, visit the main
building, which houses the Shrine of St. John Berchmans,
where Mary Wilson was miraculously healed by then
Blessed John Berchmans. The new boys’ school on the
campus is named in his honor.
SHOP A former hardware store in Arnaudville is now
the NUNU Arts and Culture Collective, a volunteer-run
art gallery, artisan market and cultural venue. With a vast

2

inventory of fine art, handmade jewelry, pottery, wood and
metal work, and blown glass, this is a must-stop attraction

”

—Herman Fuselier,
executive director, St. Landry
Parish Tourist Commission

for visitors seeking one-of-a-kind art pieces and gifts.
At Tony Chachere General Store purchase Louisianainspired cutlery, tableware, Parish Ink apparel and
novelties. All the Tony Chachere’s family of seasonings and
jambalaya are available.
SIP Bayou Teche Brewing in Arnaudville is one of
Louisiana’s leading craft breweries. Set up a tasting and a
brewery tour.
PLAY Evangeline Downs Racetrack & Casino

3

features gaming, live horse racing, zydeco music and
down-home Louisiana cooking.
ASK
St. Landry Parish Tourist Commission
337-948-8004
cajuntravel.com

1
2
3

Bayou Teche Brewing
NUNU Arts and Culture Collective
Evangeline Downs Racetrack & Casino
Photos: St. Landry Parish Tourism Commission

louisiana

LOUISIANA NORTHSHORE,
ST. TAMMANY PARISH
DO Visit Insta-Gator Ranch & Hatchery in Covington for
an interactive alligator tour. Groups see hundreds of alligators
ranging in size from babies to 8 footers. Learn the history
and anatomy of the American alligator and how the ranch’s
conservation efforts protect their environment.
At Global Wildlife Center in Folsom, tour one of the
largest totally free-roaming wildlife preserves in the country.
On wagon tours, visitors can touch and feed the animals while
learning about each species.
TASTE Enjoy a tasting at Abita Brewery in Abita Springs,
the nation’s 14th-largest craft brewery. Year-round brews

Hoodoo Ice Cream

include Purple Haze, Big Easy IPA and Strawgator, among

Photo: LouisianaNorthshore.com

others. Tours are currently suspended due to COVID-19.
Sweet tooths rejoice at Hoodoo Ice Cream in Covington,

ASK
St. Tammany Parish Tourist and Convention Commission

from the grass-fed, Jersey cows’ milk. Can’t just choose one of

985-892-0520

Hoodoo’s flavors? Order a flight of four 2-ounce servings!

louisiananorthshore.com/groups

©Laura Grier

which serves handmade, locally sourced ice cream made

Tri-Parish Itinerary

SOUL OF THE SOUTH

On the multi-day itinerary, groups will learn about the stories and traditions
that honor the contributions and untold history of Louisiana’s Native, Creole,
and African Americans. The route begins on the Louisiana Northshore and
features destinations in the tri-parish region of St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana
River Parishes, and Jefferson Parish.

#L A Northshore • LouisianaNorthshore.com/GTM
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NATCHITOCHES, LOUISIANA
EXPLORE Experience French Colonial life at
Fort St. Jean Baptiste State Historic Site. Los
Adaes State Historic Site, known for archaeological
finds, was built on the edge of the Spanish empire.
The Louisiana Sports Hall of Fame and
Northwest Louisiana History Museum celebrates
sports achievements and cultural traditions.
TOUR Tour Oakland Plantation and Magnolia
Plantation, part of Cane River Creole National
Historical Park. At Melrose Plantation, discover
the early 20th-century artists’ retreat founded by
Carmelite Garrett Henry and follow the discovery of
Clementine Hunter, one-time Melrose cook, as she

Oakland Plantation

emerged to become a celebrated primitive artist.

Photo: Natchitoches CVB

Enter the mysterious and exciting world of the
American alligator at Gator Country: Natchitoches

ASK

Alligator Park. The largest alligator park in the state

Natchitoches Convention and Visitors Bureau

houses more than 250 alligators and has a petting

800-259-1714

zoo, bird sanctuary and tortoise exhibit.

natchitoches.com

Natchitoches (Nack-A-Tish) welcomes groups of all sizes
to experience the charm of the oldest permanent settlement
in the Louisiana Purchase territory, est. in 1714. You will
find shopping, dining, unique attractions and affordable
accommodations. Call today to start planning for your next trip.

Destination of Travelers Since 1714
800-259-1714 • www.Natchitoches.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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BOISE
Big-city energy melds with relaxed pace in Idaho’s capital
By Kate O’Neil

To little surprise, when I was
given the opportunity to participate in a trip to Boise, Idaho, in
late July of 2021, I was ecstatic.
Travel was slowly opening up,
and it seemed ages since I had
boarded a plane — or even left
my home state.
Beyond the joy of just being ready
to travel again, Boise’s both laid
back and adventurous spirit surprised
me — a city with every amenity, but
the nonchalance of a smaller town.
In Boise, the Old West meets the
fast-paced modern metropolitan for a
thrilling yet easy trip for groups.

History, art and culture
at Boise’s forefront

Familiarizing myself with an
unknown and large city seemed

easy in Boise, with such a walkable
downtown and quaint surrounding
neighborhoods. Boasting several local
shops, galleries, museums and more,
the City of Trees offers varied historical and cultural experiences.
One of my first impressions of
Boise was the ever interesting and
unique Freak Alley Gallery — an
open-air, multi-artist mural gallery
located between a small handful of
Downtown Boise streets. The graffiti-inspired works feature everything
from tributes to historical figures to
pop culture references. This colorful
introduction was just the surface of an
eclectic city.
One of the best ways to learn about
all things Boise is with a Trolley
Tour. Our tour fortunately took place
in the morning hours, as the Pacific

Northwest’s heat wave was in full
swing. The open-air vehicle leisurely
carried us through the city, as we listened to our guide discuss the history
of Boise.
A stop along the way included
a tour of Boise State University’s
Stueckle Sky Center, a premier event
space with an amazing view of BSU’s
famous blue turf. The first non-green
football field in the nation, the field
was eventually nicknamed the “smurf
turf” and in 2011, BSU received a
federal trademark for blue-colored
turf. A photo-op with the field in the
background is a must for groups.
Yet, nothing was quite as moving as
the Anne Frank Human Rights Memorial — a fantastic tribute not only to
Anne Frank, but also to the many figures who brought light to oppression

KATE O’NEIL IN BOISE

PHOTO: LANA NEWMAN PHOTOGRAPHY
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CASCADE RAFT & KAYAK
PHOTO: CASCADE RAFT & KAYAK

BASQUE BLOCK

PHOTO: GTM/KATE O’NEIL

and injustice around the world. My
peaceful walk through the memorial
featured a few major installations
including the Attic Amphitheater,
Memorial Quotes Wall, Water Feature, Rose Beal Legacy Garden and
Marilyn Shuler Classroom for Human
Rights. Quotes touching on human
rights are incorporated throughout
the memorial and make a visit all the
more inspiring. Docent-led tours are
available.

European cuisine meets
Pacific Northwest wines

Whatever the group’s itinerary
includes, do not miss Boise’s Basque
Block. As an avid tapa lover, I was
looking forward to trying some traditional Basque dishes — known as
“pintxos” in this region straddling the
border between France and Spain.
Boise’s unique heritage features one
of the largest Basque communities in
the nation and celebrates this daily at
the block. A plate of savory, steaming paella included with croquetas
and other pintxos from the Basque
Market were enjoyed while watching
traditional Basque dancers perform.
Stepping onto the Basque Block felt
like entering Europe, where taking
time and slowing down is the only
way to enjoy great food and good
company. Make sure to stop by the
Basque Museum and Cultural Center,
offering tours for groups, to discover
more Basque heritage and history.

As Boise grows, so does its
prominence as a U.S. wine region.
Telaya Wine Co.’s tasting room sits
only a few feet from the Boise River
Greenbelt, which brought a welcome
breeze on that hot afternoon. Spending most of the day on my feet, it was
a good change of pace to sit down for
a while and taste some Washington
and Idaho wines while learning about
the winery.

BOISE IS FORTUNATE TO HOUSE
NUMEROUS TOP-TIER LODGING
AND MEETING SPACES. FIND ONE
OR THE OTHER, OR BOTH, AT
THESE LOCATIONS:
THE GROVE HOTEL, INN AT 500,
THE RIVERSIDE, HAMPTON INN,
RESIDENCE INN, BOISE CENTRE,
HYATT PLACE, JUMP

For the outdoor enthusiast

While every bit of the trip was
something to look forward to, my
excitement to whitewater raft exceeded everything else. I had never been
before and was eager to try it while
surrounded by the rugged high desert
scenery.
Hosted by Cascade Raft & Kayak,
our adventure took place on the Main
Payette River about an hour north
of Boise. Featuring Class I, II and
III rapids, the two-hour trip down
the river was perfect for any beginner looking for a little thrill with a
steady pace. I was ready to take on
every rapid, and immediately took the
chance to “ride the bull.” This translates to sitting on the edge of the very
front of the raft while hanging onto a
carabiner hitched to the raft, making
for an even more daring adventure.
The last leg of the route was much
calmer, allowing myself and others
to get out and slowly float by the raft
back towards our picnic dinner des-

JUMP

PHOTO: GTM/
KATE O’NEIL

tination. As the sun set, we changed
and dried off while enjoying food and
drinks, also hosted by Cascade Raft
& Kayak. This was my last activity
in Boise, and as I rested my head on
the bus window, I reminisced over
the activities that were packed into
my short trip. The sky was turning
a periwinkle shade, the chatter on
the bus was hushed and I hoped this
wouldn’t be my last time through the
Boise Mountain foothills on my way
back to the city center. n
Boise Convention & Visitors Bureau
208-344-7777
boise.org

west

Memories take root at Arbor Day Farm
Arbor Day Farm’s 260 acres offer groups a lush
setting for a variety of activities. Located in Nebraska
City, Nebraska, Arbor Day Farm is a hidden gem of
natural beauty and ecological importance.
In 1872, the Morton
family developed the
idea of Arbor Day to
encourage people everywhere to plant trees. True
to that original mission,
Arbor Day Farm, now
owned by the Arbor
Day Foundation, invites
visitors to explore the
groves, orchards and
vineyards that cover the
property.
Groups can arrange
a guided tour of the
grounds with a nature interpreter. The two-hour visit
highlights the history of the site.
“This gives visitors the chance to explore the
whole property, including sites harder to access,” said
Connie Van Nostrand, marketing strategist at Arbor
Day Foundation. “Time inside the Fuelwood Energy
Plant is an interesting way to learn how biomass can
be used as an energy source.”
Visitors can immerse themselves in the forest
canopy by exploring Treetop Village.

PHOTOS: ARBOR DAY FARM
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“This one-of-a-kind experience is unlike anything
else in North America,” Van Nostrand said. “Visitors
explore 11 treehouses situated across 3 acres. A network of bridges and netted walkways means guests
never have to touch the ground.”
Groups looking for a fun team-building activity
might consider the interactive Mystery at the Mansion. Set in the Morton Family’s 52-room historic
home, guests enjoy an evening with fellow travelers
trying to sleuth a murder mystery. Props and costume pieces add to the hilarity.
The stunning Lied Lodge is a beautiful timbered
structure. Its 140 luxuriously appointed guest rooms
and suites let guests extend their stay and take advantage of the property’s many amenities like a pool, spa
and access to the ArborLinks golf course. The Sunset
Terrace invites guests to enjoy sweeping panoramic
views of the arboretum and artfully prepared cuisine
or a tasting of varietals of hand-crafted local wines.
Groups can arrange to commemorate their visit
with a tree planting on the grounds. The tree and
accompanying plaque connect visitors with the
Arbor Day Foundation’s 150-year-old mission and
celebrates the incredible memories made at Arbor
Day Farm today. n
Arbor Day Farm
402-873-8757
arbordayfarm.org

Don’t travel to escape.

Travel to
explore.

Boise is easy to get to and has a ton to offer. Our city is a
cultural hub. We’re a basecamp in the middle of wide-open
spaces. Just beyond your hotel room, you’ll find a vibrant,
walkable city with award-winning restaurants, laid-back
microbreweries and boutique shops.
Learn about Boise and book today at boise.org.

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
ADMIRE Lincoln is home to
many different cultures that are
aptly represented through art. At
Midwestern African Museum of
Art, view a variety of artwork that
preserves the hidden beauty, history
and richness of African arts and
culture.
Visit the Sheldon Museum of
Modern Art at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL), which
focuses on 19th- and 20th-century

1

works of art.

“

The Burkholder Project houses a
unique collection of 36 art and design

Lincoln is a city unlike
any other, a hidden
gem in the middle of the
country. The people truly
make the experiences
memorable and a perfect
group tour destination
for traveling through or
for a multi-day trip.

studios with three levels of galleries in
Lincoln’s Haymarket District.
DISCOVER Stop by the
International Quilt Museum and
view the world’s largest publicly held
quilt museum that dates to the early

”

1700s to the present, representing
more than 50 countries.
The National Roller Skating

—Kelsey Meyer, CTIS,
sales development manager,
Lincoln Convention and
Visitors Bureau

Museum is the only museum of roller
skating in the United States and offers
visitors the chance to increase their
love for roller skating’s colorful past.

1
2 2

EXPLORE Take a driving tour of
Lincoln and see the unique sections
of the city that showcase the distinct

Lied Center for Performing Arts
Photo: Lincoln Convention and Visitors Bureau

National Roller Skating Museum
Photo: Nebraska Tourism

styles and art that make the Capital
City what it is.
No trip to Lincoln is complete
without a visit to the Nebraska State

intimate musical, comedy and other
entertainment options.

Capitol Building to see the majestic
400-foot domed tower, featuring
artwork that represents the natural,
social and political development of
Nebraska.
WATCH Take in a show at Lied

UNL’s Scarlet and Cream singers.
Breakfast at Green Gateau is a
must. It features a casual but elegant

EAT Groups won’t go hungry in
Lincoln.
A local staple is Runza, home to

European-inspired menu serving
French and American food — try the
brioche French toast.

the world-famous Runza sandwich
and delicious homemade hamburgers

ASK

and fries.

Lincoln Convention

Center for Performing Arts, TADA

At Screamers Dining and

Theatre or Johnny Carson Theatre

Cabaret, groups will find not only

402-434-5335

as local and national acts provide

great food, but also a unique tribute to

lincoln.org

and Visitors Bureau
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FIVE-STAR TREATMENT

Just cross that bridge
WHEN YOU GET THERE

IN LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Visitors have been walking across the Royal Gorge for over
90 years. But we bet you’ve never flown across it.

Lincoln is on the menu for your next
meeting or get together. Show your
guests the meaning of “getaway”
and let the fun begin.

LIN C OLN .ORG /GT 2 2

How will you conquer the Royal Gorge?

PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY & MUSEUM

One of California’s most beautiful and unique destinations!
Ask about our docent-led group tours - Two restaurants available with tour group options

For information on The Secrets of WWII visit ReaganLibrary.com

Tour Through Air Force One 27000

View a Full Scale Replica of the Oval Oﬃce

Touch an Authentic Piece of the Berlin Wall

Once reopened, the Reagan Library will follow all CDC COVID health guidelines and cleaning procedures.

40 Presidential Drive • Simi Valley, CA 93065 • ReaganLibrary.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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Gear up for a visit to LeMay Collections at Marymount
Automotive enthusiasts will delight in
exploring the extensive LeMay Collections at Marymount in Tacoma, Washington. With nearly 2,000 vehicles in its
inventory, the LeMay Collections are
certainly worth the trip.
Harold LeMay had a fascination with
cars. Seeing many go to the scrapyard, LeMay made it his life’s mission to salvage,
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restore and celebrate cars. He amassed
quite a quantity, at one point obtaining a
car per day for a full year!
To garage his collection, LeMay purchased Marymount, a sweeping estate that
formerly housed soldiers, a convent and a
boarding school. The former mess hall and
recreation facilities now provide a historic
setting for the LeMay Collections.

“Guided tours are a great opportunity for visitors,” said Caylie Neziri, guest
service lead for LeMay Family Collection
Foundation. “Every guide offers a different perspective. Some zero in on history
from the 1800s to today as told through
cars. Others make connections to past
automotive innovations that gave rise to
today’s technology such as electric cars.”

PHOTO: THE LEMAY COLLECTIONS AT MARYMOUNT
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Throughout the property, gear heads
will appreciate a variety of automotive
memorabilia.
“There are collections within the
collection,” Neziri said. Displays of hose
nozzles, hub caps and dash panels line
the walls. Vintage neon signs and license
plates from across America and through
the ages tell the story of America’s love of
the open road.

Groups may consider timing their
visit with one of the many events held at
the property. Club shows for domestic
and exotic luxury cars offer opportunities
to network with fellow car enthusiasts.
A Model-T class held in the summer
months is another enhancement.
“Individuals or small groups can book
a full-day experience,” Neziri said. “After
a class in the morning, visitors can drive

one of the historic cars on the grounds.”
A gift shop with unique gifts for the
automotive lover is an obligatory stop
before traveling to the next destination in
the Tacoma region. n
LeMay Collections at Marymount
253-272-2336
lemaymarymount.org

Groups GET OUT MORE

in the SUN CITY

OUR TEAM GOES THE EXTRA MILE TO MAKE SURE YOUR EVENT GOES
OFF WITHOUT A HITCH, AND OUR 300+ DAYS OF SUNSHINE MEAN THERE'S
ALWAYS SOMETHING TO DO AFTER YOUR EVENT. COME SEE HOW EL PASO
HELPS YOU GET MORE OUT OF TEXAS.
• REDUCED F&B, HOTEL AND CONVENTION CENTER COSTS
• REVITALIZED, WALKABLE CITY CENTER
• NEW HOTELS DOUBLING OUR ROOMS DOWNTOWN

CONTACT BROOKE UNDERWOOD: 915.534.0692
BUNDERWOOD@DESTINATIONELPASO.COM

grouptourmagazine.com
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REDWOOD SKY WALK
PHOTO: CITY OF EUREKA
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Stroll through the treetops at Redwood Sky Walk
Many travelers experience California’s famed forest of redwood trees
from the roots, craning their necks to
see the ancient trees soaring into the
sky. The Redwood Sky Walk at the Sequoia Park Zoo in Eureka, California,
offers visitors a new perspective. Now,
visitors can ascend high into the leafy
canopy to walk among the towering
trees on a suspended walkway.
“The Sky Walk provides a vantage
point to understand and appreciate the
redwoods in all their glory” said Bob
Gilbert, general manager of tourism and
destination marketing at Eddy Alexander,
which represents the City of Eureka. Redwood Sky Walk is owned and operated by
the City of Eureka.
Visitors ascend a 360-foot ramp to the
suspended canopy walk. Along the way,
interpretive signage celebrates local red-

wood history and ecology and provides
context for visitors.
Suspended 100 feet above the forest
floor — and still 100 to 150 feet from the
peaks of the trees — nine platforms and
connecting elevated bridges offer unique
views of the forest floor. From there,
visitors are treated to unparalleled views
of the canopy’s lush flora.
The 1,104-foot experience is ADA
accessible except for an optional “adventure leg.” Open-mesh decking makes
users feel more exposed to the natural
surroundings and aware of their height.
Cable and metal guardrails provide a
sturdy and safe experience.
“The Redwood Sky Walk caters to all
sorts of interests: photography, ecology,
and sustainability,” Gilbert said. A future
Redwood Discovery Center and a bear/
coyote exhibit will soon enhance the offer-

ing and visitor experience even further.
The Redwood Sky Walk, itself an
engineering marvel integrated into the
environment, gives visitors an immersive
experience into the rich, hidden ecology
of the world’s tallest trees. The bridges and
platforms are suspended from the trees
themselves. The mechanics were designed
to ensure minimal impact on the trees and
provide room for them to continue to grow.
Included with admission to the Sequoia
Park Zoo, the self-guided Redwood Sky
Walk is the newest attraction in California’s oldest accredited zoo. The attraction
opened in June 2021. At over a quarter-mile in length, it is the longest canopy
walk in the Western United States. n
Redwood Sky Walk
707-441-4263
redwoodskywalk.com

Book your customized
Cultural Immersion Tour
Package today.
We invite you to experience the land that the
Coeur d’Alene Tribe has called home for thousands
of years. Immerse yourself in the traditions, stories,
and culture of our native people through events
such as the Eagle Aviary Tour, Create & Paint
Workshop, Authentic Cultural Dinner, and many
more cultural experiences!
For group bookings, contact our Cultural Tourism Manager Dee Dee
McGowan at 1 800-523-2464 x 7415 or wmcgowan@cdacasino.com.

W E LC O M E H O M E .

CASINO

|
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|
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GOLF
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GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
IMMERSE Learn the history of Native American
pawn; find out about the rich traditions in how
Navajo rugs are created from the oldest trading
post in the Southwest, Richardson’s; or learn about
turquoise at a fifth-generation trading post like
Tanner’s Indian Arts.
Shop for authentic Native American jewelry
from one of over 100 trading posts or directly
from the artists. Groups can also experience arts
demonstrations with acclaimed Native American
artists such as Jude Candelaria of the Zuni Pueblo, at
his business Flux NM.
Visit Gallup Cultural Center to tour youth arts

1

“

exhibits and the “Navajo Code Talkers” exhibit, or to
attend the Summer Dances & Arts Market (multiple

Gallup offers unique
experiences that immerse
groups in Native American
arts and cultures while
surrounded by the beautiful
red rock landscape. It’s
a gateway to the Navajo
Nation, Zuni Pueblo,
Petrified Forest and more.

nights per week).
CELEBRATE Experience one of the longest
celebrations of Native American cultures when the
Gallup Inter-tribal Indian Ceremonial has its 100th
anniversary this fall. This event includes dances, powwows, art exhibits, parades, rodeo and more.
STAY Gallup has 30 hotels with over 2,000

2

rooms at Hilton, Marriott, Choice and Wyndham
brand properties, as well as the historic El Rancho

”

—Jennifer Lazarz, tourism &
marketing manager, Visit Gallup

Hotel & Motel. The El Rancho opened in 1934 and
celebrates Gallup’s Western heritage and place
along the Mother Road, Route 66.
EXPLORE Discover the great outdoors where
stunning red rocks were formed over 200 million
years ago, providing a beautiful backdrop for rodeos,
the Gallup-Intertribal Indian Ceremonial, hiking
and more at Red Rock Park. The park also has a
museum collection on-site that features artifacts
dating to the Ancestral Puebloan peoples.
SAVOR Get a taste of Christmas-style (red and
green chile) smothered New Mexico cuisine at one
of Gallup’s over 100 restaurants. Especially consider
swinging by Don Diego’s for the Sheepherder
Burrito and a margarita, or Rocket Café.
ASK
Visit Gallup
505-863-1227
visitgallup.com

3

1
2
3

Navajo rugs
Gallup Inter-tribal
Indian Ceremonial
Red Rock Park
Photos: Visit Gallup

the simple pleasures of

#savorFairfieldca
visitfairfieldca.com
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GLASSHOUSE SCULPTURE

PHOTO: CHIHULY STUDIO / NATHANIEL WILSON

Spectacular and surreal sculptures
await at Chihuly Garden and Glass
Dale Chihuly’s mesmerizing glass sculptures can
be found all over the world. Chihuly Garden and
Glass in Seattle, Washington, provides a comprehensive collection of his works in an environment
designed around them.
Located at Seattle Center next to the iconic Space
Needle, the site spans 1½ acres and includes an Exhibition Hall, the purpose-built Glasshouse and a lush
botanical garden.
Visitors begin the experience by exploring eight
galleries. The unique installations demonstrate how
Chihuly pushed the boundaries of glass as an artistic
medium.
“I marvel at the Macchia Forest,” said Randy
Coté, director of business development. “The series
was born from Chihuly suddenly having 300 colors
available and deciding to do a series that involved all
of them. I see something new every time.”
Visitors can hear the artist himself describing
the inspiration, creation and installation with an enhanced audio tour. “It is like Dale Chihuly is walking
through the gallery with you,” Coté said.
Groups can also arrange a private guided experience. A docent will recount Chihuly’s Tacoma roots,
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travels abroad and influence on the modern studio
art movement. Professional group photos and an
exhibition catalog memorialize the visit.
The centerpiece is the Glasshouse. The conservatory is massive: a 4,500-square-foot structure evokes
London’s Crystal Palace and the colorful stained glass
“jewel box” of Sainte-Chapelle in Paris.
Inside, visitors encounter a 100-foot-long suspended sculpture that seems to defy gravity. The
1,340 individual plates present a palette of reds,
oranges, yellows and amber. The hues change with
natural light and take on another dimension with
nighttime illumination.
The whimsical garden provides a rich backdrop
for the art with paths lined by an explosion of colors
that change with the seasons.
Chihuly Garden and Glass will celebrate its 10th
anniversary in May 2022. “The garden will be in full
bloom,” Coté said. “It will be a celebration of the
vibrancy of the arts in Seattle.” n
Chihuly Garden and Glass
206-753-4940
chihulygardenandglass.com

MOAB, UTAH
HIKE Located just 5 miles north of
Moab, Arches National Park contains
the largest concentration of natural
sandstone arches in the world.
New in 2022: Arches National
Park has implemented a Timed Entry
Reservation System. However, group
tour operators with a Commercial Use
Authorization or Special Use Permit will
not be required to have a reservation.
This will give tour operators a huge
advantage in terms of tour planning and
ease of access to the park.
SEE Just west of Moab, The Island
in the Sky District of Canyonlands
National Park is the easiest way to

1

see this massive park. This district sits

“

atop a massive 1,500-foot mesa. The
scenic drive leads to many of the most
spectacular viewpoints in Utah, where
visitors can see over 100 miles in any
direction.
DISCOVER

Explore Moab’s

vibrant downtown business district,
which features a great selection of
restaurants, microbreweries, shops and
galleries. Moab’s diverse cuisine will
please any palate. Stroll through the
downtown shops for a great selection
of Southwestern arts and jewelry,
souvenirs, T-shirts and much more.
CRUISE

Enjoy a cowboy-style,

2

Moab is located at the heart
of some of the most stunning red
rock landscapes in the American
Southwest, including Arches and
Canyonlands National Parks, Dead
Horse Point State Park, three Scenic
Byways and the Colorado River.
Being surrounded by these national
treasures, Moab’s commitment is
to respect this beautiful yet fragile
environment to create a sustainable
future for generations to come.

”

—Robert Riberia, assistant marketing
director, Moab Area Travel Council

Dutch-oven dinner followed by an
evening boat cruise on the Colorado
River. After sunset the canyon walls are
illuminated, accompanied by music
and narration about the region’s history.
Canyonlands by Night and Day has
been offering this evening program

3

since 1963.
ASK
Moab Area Travel Council
435-259-8825
discovermoab.com

1
2
3

Arches National Park
Downtown Moab
Canyonlands by Night and Day
Photos: Moab Area Travel Council
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Find unique elephant encounters
at Endangered Ark Foundation
The Endangered Ark Foundation
(EAF) in Hugo, Oklahoma, educates visitors through special, up-close experiences with its herd of Asian elephants.
Founded by D.R. and Isla Miler,
the EAF’s mission is to educate about
endangered Asian elephants, continue the
species and be a place of retirement for circus elephants. The founders ran Carson &
Barnes Circus before establishing the EAF
in 1993 to preserve Asian elephants.
The EAF has a herd of 16 Asian
elephants, the second largest in America,
ranging in age from 1-year-old Dori, to
Suzy, who is 70. Groups are able to visit for
public tours and private encounters, which
can be one-on-one time with an elephant
and a single person or group. There are also
elephant expeditions — daylong adventures

with the elephants — and cabin rentals on
the property. During cabin stays, one of the
elephants will bring a continental breakfast
out, and the visitors will have interaction
time to feed the elephant fruit and to take
pictures.
“It’s a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
[From] babies to grandparents, everyone
gets something out of it,” said Lori Greer,
an EAF employee.
Public tours are available on weekends
for groups of 40 to 50 people. Private
tours for school groups or events such as
birthday parties vary in size up to 150. The
EAF caters experiences to groups based on
age, but for all groups visiting, the goal is
to teach them about Asian elephants and
inspire them to help the cause of preservation.

“What I hear a lot of is everyone is
fascinated with the fact they get to touch
an elephant,” Greer said. “We bring the
elephant up into the barn and you’re very
up-close-and-personal. It’s a once-in-alifetime opportunity to be that close to an
elephant ... to get to touch and handfeed
with their trunk. [Visitors are] amazed
at how calm they are. These are very
well-treated and well-loved [elephants].
They really enjoy the visitors as well.”
EAF is wheelchair-accessible, with
ramps and transport wagons on-site. n
Endangered Ark Foundation
580-317-8470
endangeredarkfoundation.org/tour
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VISIT INDIANA’S TOP GROUP DESTINATION
Step into a slower pace in the heart of Northern Indiana Amish Country and experience
true Hoosier Hospitality at Das Dutchman Essenhaus, located in Middlebury, Indiana.
Das Dutchman Essenhaus’ beautiful campus features the world-famous Restaurant with family-style dining,
live theatre productions at Heritage Hall, beautifully manicured walking paths, peaceful carriage rides, and
more. Top off your Well Crafted group experience with a relaxing night’s stay at the Essenhaus Inn complete
with luggage handling upon request, generously-sized guest rooms with stunning Amish-crafted furniture,
in-room coffee, indoor pool, fitness center and a deluxe hot breakfast.

Celebrate 15 years of super-sized, award-winning Quilt Gardens in 2022!
Plan your group-friendly tour between May 30 - September 15 and experience
quilt-inspired gardens and hand-painted, quilt-themed, super-sized murals.
Returning in 2022 is Epic Art Adventures featuring Seward Johnson
sculptures and highlighting talented local and regional artists.

Contact Sonya Nash, CTIS, CTP at 800.262.8161 to start planning
your next great, group-friendly tour to Northern Indiana!

Learn more at VisitElkhartCounty.com/groups

